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Ray Park and Gene Ching

Wn the beginning of April, we 
crossed half a million likes on 
our facebook page.  I�m rather 
proud of this because we�ve 

never paid to promote our posts there.  
It was all done by providing a continual 
stream of likable content.  We now 
have four unique major web platforms 
on the web: KungFuMagazine.com, 
which publishes exclusive weekly 
content and bi-weekly sweepstakes, 
our KungFuMagazine.com forum, 
which has nearly 23,000 members 
contributing to the online discussion 
24/7, our YouTube channel, which has 
over 500 exclusive videos and counting, 
and our facebook page, which posts a 
lot of photos (for every photo you see 
in our magazine here, there are dozens 
that we didn�t use; now we post them 
in our facebook albums).  We also 
have Twitter, MySpace and Google+ 
platforms, but those don�t have as large 
a following.  Facebook has our largest 
readership now by far, larger than all of 
our other web platforms and our print 
magazine combined.  

Like our forum, facebook allows 
interactivity.  Anyone can post their 
thoughts and reactions to our content.  
Lively debates on our forum often 
degenerate into flame wars and that 
can be a messy business to sort out.  
Facebook is orchestrated to be more 
positive.  You can �like� posts, but 
even with their recently expanded 
selection of emoticons, you still can�t 
�dislike� anything.  I still have to 
delete spammers on a regular basis, 
but we don�t really get flame wars 
there, not like on our forum.  We do 
get a lot of incoherent posts, many 
from facebookers in other countries 
with limited English skills.  But some 
from followers that are..shall we say 
remedial?  It�s the cost of growth.  
The more readers we get, the less 
sophisticated our readership becomes, 

at least online. 
As Chinese martial 
culture expands, it 
also dilutes.  I used to 
have issues with this.  
I relished purity.  I 
was indignant when I 
saw crappy Kung Fu 
foisted off by some 
YouTube amateur or 
an ignorant statement 
by some naive troll.  I still am bothered by that, but not so 
much to want to go �break their sign� as we used to say, to 
challenge them with the intention of shutting them down, 
not even in on the web.  Frankly, it�s like that old teaching 
a pig to sing saying, it wastes your time and annoys the 
pig.  

Ultimately, we all want Chinese martial arts to grow, 
especially worldwide.   But the more we grow, the more 
we�ll have to put up with newbies.  Picking apart the 
uninitiated for their ignorance, as tempting as it may be, 
arouses defensiveness and divisiveness, even to the extent 
of denial of the truth.  It�s better to teach them properly, 
to lead by example.  And if they don�t follow, well, like I 
always say, �martial arts isn�t for everyone�.  But at the 
very least, let�s strive to make sure that those who try 
martial arts and quit, leave with the respect for the arts 
that is due, and not resentment because someone shamed 
them on the web.

Thank you all for your continued support of our work, both 
here in print or on the ever evolving electronic frontier of 
the worldwide web.  

Gene Ching

Associate Publisher, Kung Fu Tai Chi & 
KungFuMagazine.com

Corrections: In The Art of Proper Alignment by Robert Santee 

(MAY+JUNE 2016 p.60), David Wei modeled for the photos but 

was uncredited.  For more on David Wei, visit www.facebook.com/

WudangWest. 
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Jackie Chan’s Disciple winner Jack Tu
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    Knoxville, TN 37918
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 2004 Masters� Exhibitions
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 Arhat Fist

 #99-OG008

 Chow Qigong (Volume 2)

 #99-EC002 (VHS) 

International & Canadian orders, $15.00 for shipping & handling
U.S. Funds only Offer Expires 09/15/16

In the final years of the Qing 
Dynasty, Yang Zhaoyuan of 

Leshan Mountain followed 
his master Shi Zhipu 

to Songshan Shaolin 
Temple in Henan 
Province to study 
martial arts. Yang 

mastered the Shaolin 
method and returned to 

Leshan to teach Arhat Fist 
in the Neijiang district. An 

Arhat, or luohan in Chinese, is an enlightened being 
of Buddhist mythology often imbued with magical 
powers. 

Gathered here are some of the greatest living masters of the traditional Kung Fu 
styles. A showcase of authentic Hung Ga, Jow Ga, Choy Lay Fut, Praying M antis, 
Wing Chun and Northern Shaolin, plus some rarely seen forms in America such 
as Shadowless Track Buddha fist, Choi Mok style, and Dragon Fist. Attending this 
unprecedented event was a large delegation of leading masters from Hong Kong, all 
of whom demonstrated their traditional fighting forms. A real treasure for any “old 
school” kung fu fan! 

Volume 2 - Dr. Chow hosts 
this program and shares her 
vast knowledge of traditional 
Chinese medicine gained in over 
30 years of clinical experience. 
This system can increase your 
energy level- help you lose weight 
without dieting- delay the aging 
process- enhance your sexual 
performance- relieve fatigue- 
stress and pain- and reverse 
paralysis and other serious 
conditions.

2004 Masters’ Exhibitions

Chow Qigong
Arhat Fist

DVD-CA109 $19.95

DVD-OG008 $24.95

VHSTC-EC002 $19.95

FREE

FREE

FREE
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CLAW MARKS

By Gene Ching

This 
year, the 
July+August 
issue falls in an 
awkward gap.  The 
submission deadline 
is just prior to our 
tournament, the Tiger 
Claw Elite Championships, 
which will have already occurred by 
the time this issue reaches the newsstands.  
Of course, we�ll have an extensive report in 
our next issue like we always do.  Through the 
power of Kung Fu Tai Chi and our various web 
platforms, the Tiger Claw Elite Championships 
is the most extensively covered U.S. martial arts 
event.  Beyond that September-October report, we 
will be posting photo albums on both of our official 
Facebook sites (KungFuMagazine.com and Tiger 
Claw), as well as numerous videos on our official 
KungFuMagazine.com YouTube channel.  That 
content will be published in the immediate wake of 
the Tiger Claw Elite Championships, so be sure 
to �like� our Facebook sites (if you haven�t already) 
and subscribe to our YouTube channel.

There were a lot of changes with this year�s Tiger 
Claw Elite Championship.  Notable here is our 
involvement with the Universaide.  This year, we 
launched a new showcase event, the Wushu Nandu 
Championship.   As we�ve discussed here many 
times before, nandu (  difficulty movements) 
is the system of judging implemented by the 
International Wushu Federation that is akin to 
the acrobatic standards in gymnastics and figure 
skating.

In the past, the Tiger Claw Elite 
KungFuMagazine.com Championship has 
shied away from including nandu in our Wushu 
competitions because only a few athletes can do it 
and it is difficult to judge.   This year, two things 
changed.  First, we were approached by three major 
proponents of modern Wushu: Emilio Alpanseque, 
a frequent contributor to Kung Fu Tai Chi (see his 
article in this issue on page 46), Brandon Sugiyama, 
an outstanding U.S. Wushu champion and one of 
the architects of the Annual Collegiate Wushu 

Tournament 
now in its 

twentieth year, and Matt Wong, the 
newly-elected board member of the USAWKF.  
They proposed a unique event to showcase Wushu 
Nandu for the benefit of U.S. athletes.  Apart from 
the actual team trials, there are no competitions 
for nandu in this country.  That makes it difficult 
for American athletes to excel internationally.  
In the early World Wushu Championships, the 
U.S.A. held its own on the podium.  But now, it 
ranks seventeenth in overall medal count.  How 
can U.S. athletes excel if they�ve only really 
competed in nandu once?  The second change 
was that Wushu got accepted by the Universaide 
(a.k.a. World University Games).  This is a major 
advancement in Wushu�s international standing.  
For years, Wushu has been struggling to become 
an Olympic sport.  While the Universaide is 
independent of the Olympics, it is the second 
largest international multi-sport event, and a major 
steppingstone for global acceptance.  And it�s 
unique because it is university-based.  Athletes 
must be collegians to qualify to compete.  The 
Tiger Claw Elite KungFuMagazine.com Wushu 
Nandu Championship is in cooperation with U.C. 
Berkeley and Master Bryant Fong to be a qualifier 
for the first U.S. Universaide team next year.  For 
more, see our report on page 16.

New Products from Tiger 
Claw
Tiger Claw introduced a few new products since 
our last installment here.  First is an improvement 
on our most popular handheld striking target, 

10 KUNG FU  TAI CHI AUGUST 2016
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the Tiger Claw Clap Kicker.  
Originally only available in black, 
Tiger Claw now offers them in 
red and blue as well.  The Clap 
Kicker�s unique clamshell design 
conceals an internal clapper 
that makes a loud rewarding 
�clap� when properly struck.  
We initially marketed this 
for instructing beginners and 
children, but the Clap Kicker�s 
durable design makes it usable for 
heavy hitters too, so much so that 
it has appeared in UFC pre-fight 
press conference demonstrations.  
When the red and blue models 
were first introduced, they sold 
out immediately.  But don�t 
worry, we�ve restocked them 
again.

Tiger Claw is also now carrying 
a line of daypacks, available in 
Black, Blue, Green, Pink and 
Red.  While this might seem 
like a non-martial item, it is by 
popular demand, as many martial 
arts schools offer these with their 
school logos emblazoned upon 
them.  Tiger Claw provides all 
sorts of logo possibilities, from 
stock art to custom designs.  It�s 
a great way for students to show 
their martial school pride at their 
regular school, as well as a good 
way for martial arts schools to 
promote.

Tiger Claw is also starting to 
carry Polypropylene Bokken.  
Polypropylene (PP) is a 
thermoplastic polymer used in 
all sorts of manufacturing from 
lab equipment to car parts to 
thermal underwear.  While the 
idea of plastic swords might 
seem unpleasant to some, plastic 
has come a long way in terms 
of weapons.  Polyresin daggers, 
nicknamed �stealth knives� or 
�CIA letter openers,� have been 
with us for decades.  These knives 
earned their nicknames because 
they were originally marketed as 
knives that could pass a metal 
detector, but nowadays NSA 
uses plenty of other systems of 
detection that can easily spot 
them.  Despite preconceptions 
about plastic, stealth knives 
are strong.  Even the early 
versions were strong enough 
to nail through wood.  And the 
composition has only gotten 
stronger.

Polypropylene swords were 
introduced a few years ago.  
The earliest versions were 
medieval European broadswords, 
used primarily by recreational 
historical reenactment groups.  
The strength and resilience 
of PP swords made them rise 
quickly in popularity for light 

armored sparring for several 
reasons.  They aren�t as prone to 
chipping and splintering as wood 
and require little maintenance 
(few practitioners maintain 
their wooden weapons anyway 
� honestly, when was the last 
time you oiled your wood?)  PP 
swords are also quite reasonably 
priced.  Today, there are many PP 
swords out on the market, with 
a range in quality and designs 
that covers most of the prominent 
sword practices.   Tiger Claw is 
starting with PP Bokken because 
the Bokken is the most popular 
selling sword by far.  If it does 
well, Tiger Claw might expand 
the line to carry other PP swords.  
Chinese-style PP dao and jian 
do exist already, but most of 
what is available on the market 
at this time is a bit off.  They 
were clearly created by makers 
who did not really understand the 
design of dao and jian, and have 
more of a fantasy samurai sword 
sensibility.  Hopefully, future 
makers will create something 
more appropriate for Chinese PP 
swords.

For more information on Tiger Claw, visit 
www.TigerClaw.com.

Red and Blue Clap Kicker Polypropylene Bokken

Day Packs

Red: 10-816R

Blue: 10-816U

40-03P

Green:  99-28G

Blue:  99-28U

Black:  99-28K

Red:  99-28R

Pink: 99-28P
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WEB FU

Return of the Kung Fu Stewardesses
In our September+October 2015 installment of Web Fu, the Chengdu Aviation Training 

Institute Stewardesses were showcased. Recently, another report of hundreds of flight 

attendants studying Wing Chun in Sichuan appeared in the Chinese news. The report 

claimed it was in response to surveillance footage of a woman 

being attacked at the Yitel Hotel in Beijing that went viral. 

The report was met with 

skepticism because the 

women appearing in the 

photos were dressed in 

skimpy halter tops and 

daisy duke shorts.   

http://www.
kungfumagazine.com/
forum/showthread.
php?60046-Kung-Fu-Stew
ardesses&p=1292798#po

st1292798

Would-be Thief 
Tries to Rob the 

Wrong Dorm 
In late April, a thief tried to break into the Institute 

of Physical Education in Xian, Shaanxi province.  

He was spotted by some of the students, and 

nearly a thousand gathered to catch the thief.  

As it was a Sports 

University, all of the 

students in the crowd 

were majoring in 

martial arts. The mob 

of students started 

taking turns kicking 

and striking the thief 

until police rescued him.    

http://www.kungfumagazine.com/forum/
showthread.php?49825-Successful-Street-Applic
ations&p=1292823#post1292823

The World’s Largest Guan Yu 
Statue

The largest Guan Yu statue will be unveiled later this 

year in Jinzhou, Henan Province. Created of steel 

and bronze, the statue will stand over 190 

feet tall and weigh some 1,200 tons. Guan 

Yu is legendary general whose tale is told 

in the epic Chinese novel Romance of the 
Three Kingdoms. He is considered as the 

patron saint of martial arts and revered in the 

ancestral altars of traditional Kung Fu schools.  

The Guandao, Kung Fu�s heavy lance, is 

named in honor of him.     

http://www.kungfumagazine.com/forum/
showthread.php?42909-Abbot-scandals

2nd World Baijiu Day is 
August 8, 2016

Baijiu, China�s distinctive 

clear hard liquor, has 

been gaining international 

recognition in bars around 

the world. Given China�s 

massive population, Baijiu 

already accounts for one third 

of global liquor sales and is 

beloved by every genuine 

practitioner of Drunken Kung 

Fu. World Baijiu Day was 

launched by Jim Boyce, a blogger on Beijing nightlife 

and Chinese wines.  Festivities are planned in Australia, 

China, England, France and the United States.     

http://www.kungfumagazine.com/forum/showthread.
php?64871-In-China-Women-Train-to-Become-
Bodyguards-for-Billionaires

©NEWSSC.ORG

©PEOPLE�S DAILY/FACEBOOK

©CEN
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 Exclusive articles that appeared on KungFuMagazine.com 
during March and April 2016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Prizes awarded from the KungFuMagazine.com Online Sweepstakes.  

 No purchase necessary to enter.  Five winners for each prize.

Ip Man Trilogy Steelbook 

& Autographed Ip Man 

poster (Only one Grand 

Prize; 4 runners up re-

ceived Ip Man 3 on DVD) 

Kung Fu: Trailers of 

Fury DVD 

Essence of Lien Bu Chuan,

autographed by Artie Aviiles, 

James Man Chin & Nelson Tong 

Dukkha Hungry Ghosts, 

autographed by

Loren W. Christensen 

Okinawan Kobudo: The 

History, Tools, and Techniques 

of the Ancient Martial Art by 

Andrea Guarelli 
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Sizes: 0-8 L11-17
$14.99 - $18.79

Short Sleeve Silk

11-19K Black 

11-19W White 

11-19R Red 

Sizes: XS-XL 

$92.49 - $101.99

Long Sleeve Silk

11-18K Black

11-18W White

11-18R Red 

Sizes: XS-XL

$94.99 - $104.49

11-20K Black

11-20W White

11-20R Red 

Sizes: XS, S, M - $92.49

Sizes: L & XL - $101.99

Southern 

Style

100% Silk

Tiger Claw�s 
Oriental Henley

Light Weight 
Kung Fu/
Tai Chi Pants

*Sheer fabric (man  
 made cotton)
*Elastic waistband  
 with additional  
 drawstring
*Elastic cuffs 
*One side pocket

White: 11-11W 

$18.99 - $22.79

Black: 11-11K 

$19.99 - $23.79

Sizes: CHS - XXL

White Dragon on Black 

11-11KSP

Silver Dragon on Black 

11-11KSS

Black Dragon on

White

11-11WSP

Tiger Claw�s Oriental 

Dragon Henley

Sizes: CHS - XXL
$24.99 - $28.79

Sashes
Made of high quality satin for bold 
non-fade colors. (4� x 120�) 
All colors $7.99

Sash   Colors:   
Gold: 45-31D, Red: 45-31R,
Green: 45-31G, Blue: 45-31U
Brown: 45-31N, Yellow: 45-31Y
Orange: 45-31O, Purple: 45-31P
Black: 45-31K, White: 45-31W
Light Green: 45-31LG
Light Brown: 45-31LN
Light Yellow: 45-31LY  

Taiji Champion 
Cynthia Simmons

Champion 
Peter Dang

Gold Medalist  at The 3rd WJWC 
Joana Pei

TCEC 
Champion
Samson Lee
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Traditional Style
(w/ White Cuff)
The top is tailored with traditional loop and knot closure. 
The pants have an elastic waistband and drawstring as well 
as elastic around the ankles.

Traditional Style Complete SET
11-15 Black w/White Cuffs (set) 
Sizes 00�8   $29.99 - $46.62

Traditional Style 
(ALL Black)

Traditional Style Complete 
SET

11-16 All Black (set)
Sizes 00�8 

$29.99 - $46.62

Top Only  
11-16T All Black (top)

Sizes 00�8 
$21.99 - $39.57

Pants Only 
11-17 Black (pants) 

Sizes 000�8
$17.99 - $32.49

Top Only  
11-15T Black
w/White Cuffs (top) 
Sizes 00�8 
$22.49 - $39.59

Pants Only 
11-17 Black (pants) 
Sizes 000�8
$17.99 - $32.49

Shaolin Style Warrior 
Monk Robes (RAYON SILK)

S, M, L, XL
Complete set includes top, pants, 
oversocks, leg bindings and bag.
Grey Disciple Robe
45-001G: $78.99 

Orange Monk Robe (not shown)
45-001O: $78.99

Monk Bag 
Included

Black w/ Red Trim Interloop 
Kung Fu Top
This Poly-Cotton top  features �fighting� half 

sleeves excellent for sparring practice.  It also has 
an authentic mandarin-style collar 

with a genuine loop and 
knot closure, reinforced 
for durability - the original 
Chinese zipper.

Sizes: 000-7
11-31RT
$29.99 - $48.04

White 
Interloop 
Kung Fu 
Top

11-14KT
White w/ Black Trim
Sizes: 000-7

$29.99 - $46.62

11-14RT
White w/ Red Trim
Sizes: 000-7

$29.99 - $46.62

11-14GT
White w/ Green Trim
Sizes: 000-7

$29.99 - $46.62

Master
Dennis Brown

Shaolin Monk
Shi Yanran

Wushu �A� Team 

member Kelly Kim

TCEC 
Champion

Ashley 
Churchill

Gold Medalist at 
the 10th WWC
Alfred Hsing
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L-R: Emilio Alpanseque, Gene Ching, Li Yuji, Gigi Oh, 

Bryant Fong, Gao Jiamin, Yu Shaowen, Yang Shiming

O
n a rainy March Saturday, 
competitors gathered again for 
the West Coast’s longest standing 
Chinese Martial Arts Tournament.  

Berkeley was enduring the ravages of El 
Nino, nicknamed “Bruce Lee” by some 
weather forecasters for its destructive 
potential. And while it paled in comparison 
to storms experienced in the rest of the 
nation, California has been in a drought 
for years, leaving the parched land as 
vulnerable to the torrential rainfall as one 
of Han’s militia before Bruce’s nunchucks.  
California’s punishing dry spell left the dirt 
too tough, the ground too hard, and the 
rainfall caused minor floods, sinkholes, and 
downed trees across the state. The foul 
weather took its toll on U.C. Berkeley’s 24th 
Annual Chinese Martial Arts Tournament. In 
past years, they reached their competitor 
cap of 500+ prior to game day, but this 
year, CMAT’s attendance was down by over 
20%.

CMAT’s Tournament Chair, Sifu Bryant 
Fong, admitted that recent changes also 
had an impact. “Numbers are down partly 
due to the venue.” Two years ago, CMAT 
moved from the luxurious Haas Pavilion, an 
11,800+ seat state-of-the-art sports facility, 
to the much more modest Recreational 
Sports Facility Gym. Competitors have 
been spoiled by Haas for years, so the 
downsizing felt punitive. “It’s due to money 
difficulty. Haas now wants 5 times more 
than this. The students work hard all year 
to raise funds. It isn’t fair to ask them to 
give it all up for this.” Major construction 
at Berkeley’s esteemed campus has driven 
rent up across the board, and given today’s 
rental market, it was remarkable that Cal 
Wushu was able to afford Haas in the first 
place. Despite declining numbers, Fong 
stands behind his students and their work 
this year and notes, “These students are 
all brand new.” CMAT was co-directed by 
Jaclyn Lai and Jeffrey Wang.

Despite their newness, Cal Wushu continued 
the traditions of CMAT. The tournament 
ran eight rings, overseen by judges in 

color-coded shirts: grey 
for Traditional, red for 
Internal and blue for 
Modern Wushu. There 
was one Wushu carpet, 
on loan from Master 
Zou Yunjian’s Omei 
Academy in Cupertino. An 
opening lion dance (that 
dropped a “Go Bears” 
banner) was followed 
by a short master 
demonstration that 
included visiting masters 
Victor Migalchan, Li Yujie, Yang Shiming, 
and Chiu Chi Ling, and finished with Cal 
Wushu’s current all-star team. On a sad 
note, medics had to administer CPR to a 
collapsed spectator. HIPPA laws protect the 
privacy of that individual, so his fate was 
unconfirmed. It was a chilling reminder 
than any tournament needs proper medical 
supervision, even in cases like CMAT where 
there is no sparring.

Another change this year, which harkened 
back to the same year CMAT moved from 
Haas, was the reinstating of nandu (  
difficulty movements) in modern wushu 
competition. Until 2012, CMAT had been 
one of the only non-team-qualifier events 
in the nation to support the controversial 
scoring system used in international 
competition. However, CMAT abandoned 
nandu because it was too difficult to stage 
and dangerous for the athletes. But this 
year it came back. Why?  Because CMAT 
2016 was a qualifier, a qualifier for the 
Universiade.

Also known as the World University Games, 
the Universiade is the second largest multi-
sport event in the world, second only to the 
Olympics. It is overseen by the International 
University Sports Federation (FISU), not 
the IOC, and has been officially held since 
1959, with a history of pre-cursor events 
that goes back to 1923. It is now a biannual 
event; the 23th Universiade will be held in 
Taipei, Taiwan, and Modern Wushu has 
been officially accepted as an event for the 

first time. CMAT is not only the longest-
running West Coast Wushu tournament, 
it is the longest-running Chinese martial 
arts tournament held at a major university.  
What’s more, the Director of the UC Martial 
Arts Program, Dr. Russell Ahn, has worked 
as a special assistant to FISU since 2006 for 
Taekwondo. CMAT is the sensible choice to 
spearhead team selection.

“The World University Games is a significant 
development in Wushu,” comments Sifu 
Fong. “The opportunity to have collegiate 
athletes on the world stage at an Olympic 
level might inspire college students to 
continue their wushu career into college.  
Maybe we won’t lose those good teens who 
quit in college. But don’t expect the road to 
be easy. A lot of things need to be worked 
out.  It’s complicated…

“To get the athletes there, to 
raise money – that’s the 
challenge. We’re still 
raising money for 
the entrance deposit 
fee. Then we have 
to support the 
team – it’s 

By Gene Ching
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an 8 person team: 4 taolu (  forms), 
4 sanda (  sparring).  One member 
of the sanda team must be female. The 
taolu must be nandu level.  I’m not a fan of 
nandu.  What college even has the facilities 
for nandu? [nandu requires a special built-in 
springy floor and an expensive specialized 
carpet – ed].  Hopefully as this develops, 
host countries can change the rules. What 
students in U.S. colleges can do nandu 
Taiji?”

In order to select the U.S. Team, CMAT will 
stage a finals for taolu next year at what will 
be their 25th outing. Qualifiers for collegiate 
athletes will be held for any collegians 
who have not yet competed internationally 
and are being arranged across the country 
throughout 2016. The Tiger Claw Elite 
KungFuMagazine.com Championship is 
staging a special Wushu Nandu Champion 
showcase division, and this will serve as 
another qualifier. The first U.S. Universaide 
Team Qualifiers from CMAT 2016 were 
all Changquan (  long fist) players: 
Oey Chang, Billy Nisbett and Joy Zeng (F).  
They earn the right to compete next year 
at Berkeley in the finals. A new website, 
teamusawushu.com, is being launched to 
promote the U.S. team qualifiers. 

Sifu Bryant went on to discuss other 
developments in the Wushu world like the 
recent inclusion of traditional Xingyi and 
Bagua in IWuF international competition.  
“I’m happy to see traditional forms in IWuF, 
but there are still problems. Number one: 
where do you find teachers? Number two: 

where do you find judges? 
Currently all of the judges are 
Wushu trained. It’s nice that it 
is introduced, but where is the 
infrastructure to support it?”

Two of the VIP guests, Bagua 
specialists from Beijing, also 
had opinions on the matter. Li 
Yujie is a decorated champion 
and coaches at the Beijing 
Bagua Association.  He points out that 
jumps are allowed in competition Bagua. 
According to Li, the new “traditional” 
competition Bagua focuses on zixuanquan 
( ) or self-composed routines, just 
like nandu.  Key elements of Bagua are 
preserved and nandu is not a factor that is 
scored like with regular competition Wushu; 
however, jumps are not denied within the 
current rules.

Master Yang Shiming is a traditional Bagua 
exponent under noted 4th generation 
Bagua Master Zhao Daoyuan. He is a 
friend of Yu Shaowen and Gao Jiamin, 
and a martial brother of Bryant Fong; this 
marked his fifth visit to the U.S. Despite 
being from Beijing, he is not connected with 
the competition developments at all and 
expressed his concerns in Mandarin. “I feel 
Modern Wushu fits the times but it can be 
maodun (literally ‘spear shield’ meaning 
‘contradictory’ ).* The tradition 
cannot be sacrificed. I’m concerned that 
competition will change the flavor. I hope 
it emphasizes the original concepts. Too 

much performance might drive away from 
the core concepts. Baguazhang must be 
circular, with constantly changing hands 
and feet, and a smooth flow from offense 
to defense. We must avoid it becoming just 
performance. I saw two competitors today 
that were doing performance. I didn’t like 
that. With competition Taiji, it must be more 
spectacular now.”

Sifu Fong echoed his martial brother’s 
concerns with Taiji competition. “The 
rulebook for Taiji is thicker than all of the 
rest of wushu combined. Judges need to 
know three styles of Taiji. Three hundred 
coaches took the seminar to judge and only 
three passed. They are still keeping nandu 
even though everyone objects. And now 
they have the launch. That’s not Taiji!” The 
launch is in competition partner Taiji where 
a male competitor tosses his female partner 
up in the air akin to what is done in pairs 
figure skating.

Despite these absurd permutations in the 
sport and declining attendance at CMAT, 
Sifu Fong maintains a positive attitude about 
it all. “One of the only reasons I stay is 
CMAT. Otherwise I would have retired. The 
purpose of CMAT is to grow Wushu. Wushu 
is still a local sport. I think it shows there 
is interest. It’s something we love and we 
want it to grow.

“But it’s hard to plant seeds. The ground is 
really hard.”

For more information, visit http://cmat.
calwushu.com. For more information on the 
Universaide qualifiers, visit teamusawushu.com.

*The idiom maodun recalls a story of a 
weapon seller who boasted that his spear 
was so sharp it could pierce anything and 
his shield was so strong it could deflect 
any strike. When a passerby asked, “What 
happens when your spear stabs your 
shield?” the vendor was stupefied and the 
idiom was born.

CMAT 24 All-Around Champions

Adult Contemporary Male - Ryan Tang
Adult Traditional Female - Rhea Go
Adult Traditional Male - Wesley Prager
Internal Female - Maria Tzankova & Jasmine Syu
Internal Male - Nathan Chou
Teen Contemporary Female - Isabella Miller
Teen Contemporary Male - Shawn Xu & Shengle Zhou
Teen Traditional Male - Rocky Wang
Child Contemporary - Ian Lim
Child Traditional - Violet Buruaivalu & Max Lwin

Senior - Ryo Eguchi
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This unique Xingyi form is for short 
blade weapons. It is practiced with 
either a double-edged straight sword 
(jian) or a single-edged curved 
sword (dao), with slight variations to 
accommodate the different weapons. 
The jian form can be practiced with 
either one-handed or two-handed jian. 
The dao form can use a conventional 
dao or the rare dadao. 5 Element 
Xingyi Sword is the first form. 12 
Animals Xingyi Sword is the second 
form.

Xingyi Sword is demonstrated by 
Master Helen Liang and Master Tony 
Chen (assisted by Yen Fei). Each 
master takes turns showing the 

variations between jian and dao. Together, these masters 
break down all the movements into easy-to-learn lessons and basic line drills 
(Xingyi linking sequences), as well as reveal the applications for combat.

DVD-LH006  $25.99

This unique Xingyi form is for short blade 
weapons. It is practiced with either a 
double-edged straight sword (jian) or a 
single-edged curved sword (dao), with 
slight variations to accommodate the 
different weapons. The jian form can 
be practiced with either one-handed or 
two-handed jian. The dao form can use 
a conventional dao or the rare dadao. 5 
Element Xingyi Sword is the first form. 12 
Animals Xingyi Sword is the second form.

Xingyi Sword is demonstrated by Master 
Helen Liang and Master Tony Chen 
(assisted by Zhao Haitao). Each master 
takes turns showing the variations 
between jian and dao. Together, these 
masters break down all the movements 

into easy-to-learn lessons and basic line drills (Xingyi 
linking sequences), as well as reveal the applications for combat.

DVD-LH008  $25.99

A) 5 Elements Xingyi Staff & Spear - This unique Xingyi form is for long pole 

weapons. The staff is a long tapered staff, sometimes referred to as a �rattail� staff. 

The spear is very similar in design, only a spearhead and tassel have been added to the 

weapon. 5 Element Xingyi Staff & Spear is the first form. 12 Animals Xingyi Staff & Spear 

is the second form. DVD-LH005  $25.99 

B) 12 Animals Xingyi Staff & Spear - This unique Xingyi form is for long pole 

weapons. The staff is a long tapered staff, sometimes referred to as a �rattail� staff. 

The spear is very similar in design, only a spearhead and tassel have been added to the 

weapon. 5 Element Xingyi Staff & Spear is the first form. 12 Animals Xingyi Staff & Spear 

is the second form. DVD-LH007  $25.99

C) Deer Horn Knives - Deer Horn Knives are one of the unique weapons of Chinese 

Martial Arts. They are practiced in the style of Bagua, which is a major internal style 

alongside Tai Chi and Xingyi. Bagua is based on soft, circular movements. Related to the 

prophetic combinations of the I Ching, Bagua is constantly changing so as to always 

keep the opponent at a disadvantage. Bagua Deer Horn Knives combine grace and 

fluidity with razor-sharp precision. This is an excellent training tool for anyone 

looking to refine their skills. DVD-LH009  $25.99

5 Elements Xingyi Sword 12 Animals Xingyi Sword
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Internal plastic clappers enhace the overall 
sound level when �clapped� together.

Clap Kicker
10-816N  $30.99

Average  20-31U (.25� thick)   $26.49
Strong  20-31R (.33� thick)     $30.49
Extra Strong  20-31K (.5� thick)  $33.49

Rebreakable Boards

All boards are 9”x12” 

with a protective 

foam pad lining on 

both sides
20-3508PC  (8mm)                $1.55 (PC)
20-3512PC  (12mm)            $2.50 (PC)  
20-3518PC  (18mm)    $3.25 (PC)  

Canvas
Makiwara
4.25� x 16� x 2�    
20-84 $21.49

9� x 16� x 2�         
20-85 $26.24

Clapper Makiwara
20-86 3� x 11� x 3�    $13.99
20-87 6� x 11� x 3�    $18.69

Wooden Boards

Super Shield (not shown)
Absorbs full contact More protection!
(22.5� x 13.5� x 8.5�)10-813  $59.99 **Additional $7.50 oversize shipping charge

Foam Kick Shield
E/Z to clean removable cover
(26� x 14.5� x 5�)
10-812 $49.99
**Additional $7.50 oversize shipping charge

Body Shield
Measurement: 68� wide, 

31� tall, 5�thick

10-814  $189.99

(20 lbs. approx.) 
10-820 $49.99**
(40 lbs. approx.) 
10-840 $68.99**
(60 lbs. approx.) 
10-865 $87.99**

**Please add $25.00 oversize shipping

Training  Bags
(Filled Bags Made of Oxford Nylon)

Extended
Focus Mitt

10-826  $36.85

Tiger Claw Curved 
Leather Focus Mitt
10-823N $39.99

Punching Arm Shield
Protects a large area 17� x 11� x 6�
10-811  $26.49

Quick Target
10-836
$19.99

Professional Thai-Style Striking Pad

10-831 $64.99

Sizes: M & L
Vinyl 10-830 $22.99

Bag
Gloves

**Please add $25.00 oversize shipping(Buy in bulk available, please visit MartialArtsMart.com for more details)













Eagle Catcher 
20-71 � $16.99

Wrist Weights 
20-80 � $11.99

Ankle Weights 
20-81 � $14.99

Steel Leg Stretcher 
20-76 � $28.99

Nylon Jump Rope 
20-72 � $5.99

Qi Beater Massage Rod 
20-43 � $19.95

Iron Balls 
45-41 � $13.99

Leather Jump Rope 
 20-73 � $12.99

Cable Leg Stretcher 
20-74 � $16.99

Iron Kung Fu Rings 
45-42 � $17.99

Iron Rings are the original weight training 
in Chinese Martial Arts. These provide the 
ultimate in weight resistance. How many 
can you handle? Sold separately.

Size M: 4 3/4� outside and 3 1/2� inside. 
Weight 1 lb 6 oz. 

Size L: 5� outside and 3 3/4� inside. 
Weight 1 lb 9 oz. 

 Phone Orders:  800. 824. 2433
 International Calls:  865. 686. 4862

Got stress? Let a Qi Beater relax tired and sore muscles. Massage rods have 
been used for centuries to relieve body aches through light percussive 
massage. Designed like a slapstick, tapping tight releases tension and 

stimulates circulation all over your body. Especially good for stiff necks and shoulders! 
The Qi Beater Massage Rod can also be used for body conditioning in the martial arts. 
Hand-carved from fragrant agarwood, you can use the Qi Beater Massage Rod at your 
office desk or when watching TV.

16� long, 1 lb. 7 oz. These are handcrafted items so measurements may vary.



90 Pounds of 

Solid Steel Guan 
Gong Da Dao 

By Chris Friedman

Photos by Kuang Wei Wei 

bhe history of the Guan 
Gong Da Dao (

) can be traced back 
to the Song Dynasty.  

Originally it was used only by 
high-ranking government officials 
in ceremonies, as it was deemed too 
heavy for battlefield use.  Later on, 
it was discovered to have utility for 
cavalry and infantry alike, as an anti-

personnel weapon and in battle.

This article focuses on a version of 
the Guan Gong Da Dao made of 
solid steel and weighing 90 pounds, 
the shaft being as thick as a can of 
Coca Cola.  Historically it was 
made of iron, but in modern times 
it is forged from steel.  Master Shi 
Yanshuang ( ) began to study 
the solid-steel 90-pound Guan Gong 
Da Dao after already training in 
the Shaolin arts for over 15 years.  
Master Shi learned these skills 
from Master Shi Yongpo ( ), 
the oldest monk (currently 90) still 
living within the walls of the Shaolin 
Temple.  Master Shi Yongpo is the 
inheritor of Shaolin traditional and 

orthodox Kung Fu, with a specialty 
in long weapon skills.

Master Shi Yongpo would only 
teach the most dedicated students � 
those who showed the patience and 
persistence to learn such a difficult 
weapon, and who were willing to put 
in the necessary time.  First they had 
to learn the stances, kicks, punches 
and other basic movements of the 
style itself.  Then they needed to 
build up their body, as tremendous 
overall body strength is required to 
wield such a  heavy tool.
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In the school where Master Shi Yanshuang learned this tool, one begins with the 
shi suo (stone locks ).  The Shaolin student must spend one year progressing 
from light to heavy shi suo in order to attain sufficient strength to use the Guan 
Gong Da Dao ( ).

Having attained sufficient strength to work with the Guan Gong Da Dao, the 
Shaolin student must learn to utilize overall body strength internally as well as 
externally.  The power and skills required to wield such a tool are many.

Speed
When the practitioner puts down the heavy steel Guan Gong Da Dao after much 
wielding, it will feel as if the limbs are light as a feather.  Master Shi Yanshuang 
likens this to a man carrying a heavy bag on his back for a long journey.  When 
the man relieves himself of the heavy baggage, he feels he can now walk quickly 
and easily, feeling light and fluent.  In this way the Shaolin student will gain 
empty-hand fighting speed by constantly practicing with the slow heavy tool of 
the Guan Gong Da Dao.

Strike Resistance
By working with the solid steel Guan Gong Da Dao, one builds muscle mass 
and a strong, tight physique.  The increased size and hardness of the student�s 
physique will act as natural body armor, helping one resist blows from an 
opponent.

Internal Strength
When wielding the steel Guan Gong Da Dao, one must coordinate inhaling and 
exhaling with the movements of the routine.  To utilize breath to its fullest, one 
must inhale the breath into the dantian ( ), then explode it out.  Because of 
the enormous amount of strength involved when utilizing the Guan Gong Da 
Dao, the breath must also be big, strong and forceful.  Learning to summon up 
large amounts of qi ( ), then exploding it outward, will greatly benefit the Kung 
Fu student�s empty hand strikes as well.

Grappling Skills
Shoalin Kung Fu (and Kung Fu systems in general) employ shuai (throwing ) 
and qinna (joint locking ) grappling methods.  Through diligent practice 
with the Guan Gong Da Dao, the strength of the practitioner�s fingers, wrists 
and forearms are greatly increased.  Grip and wrist strength improves with every 
movement.  This directly translates into improved qinna locking skills, where 
gripping and twisting strength of the fingers, wrists and forearms are of primary 

Photos 1 - 8: By building up one�s whole-body strength through long practice 

of the 90-pound Guan Gong Da Dao, one can mimic the movements of the 

lighter Dao.

1 2 3 4

5

6

7

8
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importance.  The wide sweeping movements of the Guan 
Gong Da Dao likewise translate into improved throwing 
techniques.

Better Mastery of Other 
Weapons
By practicing with the solid steel Guan Gong Da 
Dao, one finds that training with other weapons is 
easier.  First off, the lighter and more commonly used 
Guan Gong Da Dao that has a wooden handle and 
weighs considerably less can be utilized with speed and 
ease � something that the normal Guan Gong Da Dao 
practitioner may not be able to mimic.  Smaller lighter 

weapons such as staffs and spears feel like chopsticks 
in the hands of a solid steel Guan Gong Da Dao 
practitioner.  Thus practicing with the solid steel Guan 
Gong Da Dao will help the student to master other 
lighter weapons.

Traditional vs. Modern
As a strength-training tool, the Guan Gong Da Dao 
offers its practitioners many benefits.  These benefits 
can easily be accomplished in the less burdensome way 
of hitting the gym for a good weight-training workout.  
So why take the effort to learn such an ancient tool 
for gaining strength?  One answer lies in the artistic 

A and B: Diligent training with the heavy Dao allows the Shaolin Master to utilize the lighter Dao with extreme 
speed and power.

A

B
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Continued on page 30
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A) Wushu Steel 
Guandao
This product is made of 
light steel. Overall length 
is approx. 76”; the broad 
blade is 21”; weight is 
approx. 4 lbs. These are 
hand made weapons, 
length and weight may 

vary. 

45-81WU $105.25

B) Dragon Head Guandao
This Guandao has a beautiful cast 
solid brass Dragon Head fittings and 
a thick yet flexible steel blade with a 
protective chrome finish. Top quality 
and perfect weight for the traditional 
kungfu stylist. The blade measures 24” 
in length and has a steel tip base 9.5” 
in length. Overall length is 78” from 
top to bottom. Overall weight is 5.5 lbs. 

45-88 $127.99

A) 2 Piece Stainless Steel 
Dragon Head Guandao
This traditional Chinese weapon Guandao has a beautifully 
cast solid brass Dragon Head fittings and a thick yet 
flexible steel blade with a protective chrome finish. It can 
be separated into two pieces for easier transportation, 
storage and most is as a second weapon. The sturdy 
steel shaft screws together for a tight fit to form an 
approx. 8 lb weapon.It is a top quality weapon and 
a perfect weight for the traditional kungfu stylist. 
Approximate measurement: The blade measures 
24” in length and has a steel tip base 10” in 
length. Overall length is 80” from top to bottom. 

Overall weight is 8 lbs.  

45-88SS $199.00

Master 

Rick L. Wing

A

B

C
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methods of using the Guan Gong Da Dao.  Instead of 
mindless repetitions while blasting your favorite pop 
tunes through your head phones, the Shaolin student will 
be learning a traditional art that incorporates mind and 
body actions that have purposeful meaning.

Balance and coordination are also trained in learning 
such a tool.  Because the weight is different on each 
end of the Guan Gong Da Dao, it takes special care to 
keep the body balanced during training.  Where the gym 
trainer may use separate tools such as a balance board 
or stability balls for increasing balance, the Guan Gong 
Da Dao practitioner gains both strength and balance 
in one beautiful mind-body drill.  One can also add 
cardiovascular exercise to the benefits.  While the gym 
member again needs to add a separate piece of equipment 
to train the cardiovascular system, the Shaolin student 
works his/her cardiovascular system by doing the Guan 
Gong Da Dao form, which takes several minutes to 
complete.  By practicing the form half a dozen times with 
little rest between, the practitioner can get an excellent 
cardio workout.

Keeping the Past Alive
In our modern times, training in such an obscure and 
traditional weapon is only for the most dedicated of 
Shaolin students.  Even if one has the time and desire 
to learn such a weapon, one may not have the space, 
or access to the Guan Gong Da Dao, or to a qualified 
instructor, to learn such skills.  However, this weapon is 
being kept alive by some traditional teachers in China.  
This article provides a glimpse into the past, and shows 
how training with such a heavy tool can forge one�s body 
and mind into a formidable weapon.

Master Shi Yanshuang has been doing Shaolin Kung Fu for thirty 

years. He runs his own school in the Songshan mountains of 

Shaolin. Chris Friedman has been doing the martial arts since his 

early teens. He has spent the last 9 years training in China. He now 

lives in Songshan Henan province and is Master Shi Yanshuang’s 

first foreign disciple. For more information on Chris or Shaolin Kung 

Fu, please go to www.shaolinwithchris.com.

A and B: Training with the heavy Dao makes the 
practitioner more powerful with empty hands or other 
weapons.  Many of the weapon�s movements have 
an empty-hand equivalent.
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Continued from page 28: Shaolin’s Ultimate in Strength Training
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�One elephant is killed every

15 minutes for its ivory. 

You have the power to make

–LI BINGBING, CHINESE ACTRESS
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A

B

C

D

E

F

G

A) Competition Bo (1� center, ¾� ends)

26-60 Hardwood (60�) $21.99* - 26-72 Hardwood (72�) $23.89* 

B) Rattan Bo (no skin) ( 

31-60 No skin (60�) $26.99* - 31-72 No skin (72�) $32.68* 

C) Burned Rattan Bo w/Carved Design
31B-60 (60�) $35.49* - 31B-72 (72�) $37.39*

D) Rattan Bo (with skin) ( 

31S-60 with skin (60�) $28.99* - 31S-72 with skin (72�) $29.99* 

E) Hardwood Jo (1� diameter)

25-36 Straight (36�) $15.99 - 25-50 Straight (50�) $17.98

25-54 Straight (54�) $19.98 - 25-60 Straight (60�) $26.89* 

25-72 Straight (72�) $27.85*

F) Hardwood Bo ( 

30-50 Straight (50�) $17.49 - 30-60 Straight (60�) $23.49* 

30-72 Straight (72�) $26.49*

G) Hardwood Bo Tapered
30-60T Tapered (60�) $24.49* -  30-72T Tapered (72�) $26.39*

Traditional Waxwood Staff
Authentic staffs imported directly from 

China. Diameter of each weapon may 

vary slightly.

32-74 Waxwood (74�) $23.99* 

32-84 Waxwood (84�) $24.99*

Ultra Light Waxwood Staff
32-70 Waxwood (70�) $19.99*

32-78 Waxwood (78�) $23.99*

Southern Staff (nan gun)
32-75 Waxwood (75�) $26.25*

* Extra S/H charges apply 
for all over length staffs

Vinyl Bo Staff Case 
Holds two sticks
30-28 (72�) $17.99

Staffs Rack
Constructed of high-quality 

hardwood and finished with 
an elegant black lacquer.

Base: 44¼� X 22�
Height: 39�

30-01   $119.00

Cases
Protect your investment with 

any of these quality made 
cases. (Colors may vary)

*Canvas Staff Case
 For single stick - 25-36C (36�)  $6.99

*Canvas Staff Case  

 For single stick  -  30-50C (50�) $7.49

*Canvas Staff Case
  For single stick  -  30-60C (60�)  $7.93

*Canvas Staff Case
 For single stick  -  30-72C (72�)  $7.93

Elite Ultra Lightweight Metallic Competition BOs
Designed for the flash and dazzle of a champion competitor! Trimmed with mylar metallic and glitter tape, with a no-slip 
center grip. Breaks down into two pieces for easy transport. Comes with fitted nylon carrying case.

Carrying case 
included

Red 27-R (48�, 54�) $49.99 - (60�, 66� & 72�) $53.79

Blue 27-U (48�, 54�) $49.99 - (60�, 66�  & 72�) $53.79

Black 27-K (48�, 54�) $49.99 - (60�, 66�  & 72�) $53.79

Please Note: Do not expose weapon under the 
sun too long.  Contact during combat may 

create dents in Staff. (Any STAFF 60� or 
longer , extra shipping charges apply). 

Our Jo and Bo staffs are imported 
directly from China, the only 

source for authentic quality 
waxwood staffs.

Shaolin Monk 

Shi Decheng
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was the most anticipated relaunch of a film franchise 
ever.  A new Star Wars movie.  And for the most part, 
it was a disappointment.  Not Episode VII: The Force 
Awakens, which premiered last December; this was 

back in 1999 when Episode I: The Phantom Menace hit the screens.  
It proved to be the weakest in the franchise, and fans found it full of 
flaws.  Ani was too annoyingly cute, considering his ultimate dark-
side fate.  The midi-chlorians made the Force into a product of genetics 
instead of environment.  And, of course, there was Jar Jar Binks.  The 
film was so disdained that the Machete Order arose, the �proper� way 
to watch the Star Wars saga because, with the second trilogy being 
prequels, the order of release is at odds with the timeline of the story.  
Named after a fan blog called No Machete Juggling, the Machete 
Order completely omits The Phantom Menace.

Nevertheless, The Phantom Menace redeems itself with a single 
iconic villain � Darth Maul, played by Kung Fu and Wushu champion 
Ray Park.  Although Maul only appears fleetingly in the first film, he 
eclipses all the other Star Wars villains except for Darth Vader and 
the Emperor, even with Episode VII.  When Kylo Ren�s cross-barred 
lightsaber was revealed, fans panned it because the guard was useless 
for parrying.  But back when Darth Maul�s double-ended lightsaber 

was revealed, it brought a whole new 
dimension to the signature 

weapon.  Maul is so popular 
that fans are hoping for a 
stand-alone Maul film as 
the Star Wars universe 
expands.  Last April Fool�s 

Day, Netflix released a 
prank video teasing a �new� 

series titled, Fury of Maul; fans 
were sorely disappointed to find it 

was a hoax.

When Darth Maul busted out a signature 
Wushu Butterfly Twist, Wushu had arrived 
in a galaxy far far away.  �I had to get that in 
there,� confesses Ray Park with a proud grin.  
�When I landed the part as Darth Maul, I 

wanted to show more Wushu and more Kung 
Fu.  There were all these ideas I had.  I wanted to 

do some bo staff moves and straight sword, but we 
had to keep it in the Star Wars world.  And I was also 

scared about losing my job, because I was twenty-two, 
and I listened to the stunt coordinator.  So I saw him as the 

master and George [Lucas] as the grandmaster.

�I found the best way of doing it was not to show off, but to 
�accidentally� do a move in a way.  And that�s how I got the Butterfly 
Twist into that fight scene.  He came at me and I just moved out of 
the way with a Butterfly Twist.  I did it in eye shot; he knew I wasn�t 
just showing off.  When your involved in fight choreography, and 
you been watching it all your life, and you�re doing it, your body just 
comes alive.  Your body changes to what it would do in normal life, in 
training.  And then you just suddenly have magic moments.  You do a 
move and it�s like, �Ah, what about this move?�  Your body just takes 
over and it goes.  The Butterfly Twist � it just happened with that fire.  
It had to happen and I�m glad it happened.�
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ay Park has been featured in several exclusive   

interviews on KungFuMagazine.com. Visit 

http://www.kungfumagazine.com/TOC/index.php for free 
access.

Ray Park and Martial Arts: Part 1

by Dr. Craig D. Reid

Ray Park and Martial Arts: Part 2 

by  Dr. Craig D. Reid

Ray Park: Unmasked on HEROES 

by Melissa Leon-Guerrero Do

Ray Park on Snake Eyes, Wushu and G.I. JOE: RETALIATION

by Gene Ching

At Last We Will Reveal 

Ourselves to the Jedi

Last March, Apple founder Steve Wozniak 
launched Silicon Valley Comic Con in San Jose, 
California, a new convention fusing fantasy and 
sci-fi fans with tech talks.  The inaugural event 
was an overwhelming success, attracting over 
60,000 attendees over the weekend, twice what 
was expected.  Ray Park was among a large roster 
of celebrity guests.  SVCC charged $40 for his 
autograph, $55 for a photo op.  Ray�s signing booth 
was tucked between Chewbacca (Peter Mayhew) 
and Lieutenant Uhura (Nichelle Nicols), and his 
eager fans queued up by the dozens.  Despite his 
penchant for playing intimidating villains, Ray 
is disarmingly friendly in person, eagerly shaking 
hands with an earnest and enthusiastic smile.  
�The fans, they motivate me to get that positive 
vibe about martial arts.  Because martial arts is 
positive.  There�s a really good karma about it.�

Ray enjoys attending Cons, especially when he 
gets to travel to new places.  �If I�m not working, 
it keeps me focused and Zen.  I like going out and 
doing shows.�  At his SVCC autograph session, 
a young fan busts an aerial and Ray delightedly 
posts it on his Twitter @IAMRayPark, where 
he constantly tweets encouragement for his fans 
to practice.  He relates to his fans because he was 
once one.  �I started as a martial arts geeky nerd 
who was into Hong Kong cinema, anything to do 
with ninja movies, anything to do with Bruce Lee, 
Jackie Chan, Sammo Hung, Yuen Biao, Donnie 
Yen, all of those guys, 36 Chambers, Shaolin, Jet 
Li � those were my movies.  That was my education 
to martial arts.  And I have my moments.  A few 
weeks ago I went through my movies � and I used 
to have a lot more but they are on VHS � I could sit 
there all day and watch old Kung Fu movies.�
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Ray was born in Glasgow, Scotland.  When he was 
young, his father (an electrical engineer) relocated 
the family to London for work.  There Ray saw his 
first movie on the big screen � Star Wars Episode V.  
�Empire Strikes Back was the reason why I went to 
gymnastics.�  Ray remembers watching Yoda train 
Luke in the Dagobah swamp.  �He has a master and 
the master is teaching him, and it was like the old 
Kung Fu movies I was watching, you know?  The guy 
would go and find the drunken master.  When he was 
flipping and doing handstands and stuff � that was it.  
I was like, �I got to learn martial arts.  I got to go to 
class and do gymnastics.�  And then I found a school 
that was doing that kind of thing, like flips in their 
forms, somersaults.  And then I was hooked.�

In London, Ray found Master Lee Yoke Wan, an 
expert in Nam Pan Chuan and Chin Woo Kung 
Fu from Malaysia.  Ray was teaching himself 
basic acrobatics but Master Lee found a proper 
gymnastics club to supplement his training.  At age 
15, Ray followed his master to Malaysia to train 
under his grandmasters.  From then on, Ray returned 
to Malaysia every year for more training.  His first 
international competition was at the 1993 Chin Woo 
International Wushu Championship, held in Kuala 
Lumpur.  Ray�s dedication to practice, along with 
his gymnastics, earned him a place on the British 
Wushu Team from 1991 to 1996, where he studied 
Modern Wushu under National British Wushu 
Team coach Kim Sen Han.  He was earning some 
money from teaching gymnastics and martial arts.  
�At the time, I wanted to teach, not to make money, 
so I said, �Just one dollar fifty, and half of that will go 
to the school and the other half will go to me to send 
me to China.�  That�s when I got to train in China.�

Ray�s parents supported him too, but only so much.  
�My dad wanted me to be a boxer.  �There�s more 
money in boxing.  There�s no money in Wushu.�  I 
said, �Dad, I�m not doing Wushu for money.�  I 
like boxing as well but I�m never a boxer.  I just like 
faking it, you know?  Pretending to be Rocky.  We 
used to spar and stuff.  Of course, it�s my dad.  He 
wanted me to be a fighter.  He�s from old school.  I 
said, �Dad, no one�s going to employ me in films if 
my nose is on the other side of my face.  I want to box 
but I don�t think I�m going to make it in boxing films.  
I want to work with Jackie Chan.� I remember having 
an argument with him when I was 14�15.  I was so 
angry because he was supporting me in my Wushu, 
but he also felt like, �If someone�s representing their 
country, you have to buy your own tracksuit?�  He 
was the reason why I went into Kung Fu.  But he just 
felt like if I�m representing my country for Wushu, 
there�s got to be more.  It was a growing pain.  I love 
my mum and dad to bits.  They�re great.�

Continued on page 40
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16-12 (wave)
16-13 (8 Points)
16-14 (4 Points)
$ 1.49

Rubber Stars

Hi-Top Tabbi
Sizes: 7�13

16-08  $48.99/pair

Manriki Chains 

heavyduty plated steel (2�)

Grappling Hook

Hand Claw
16-09  $17.99/pair

Foot Spikes
16-10

$17.99/pair

Ninja Uniform Set
Includes: Jacket, Pants,

Hood, Mask & Arm Guards.
Sizes: XXXS-XL
Black 16-01

$41.99 - $52.99 Kusara 
Kama
16-21 
$31.99

Products may 
vary slightly 

due to different 
shipments by the 
manufacturers.

16-20
$31.99

Solid steel with a 115 
inch chain and a 13 
inch hook head

Ninja shogee

Steel Fan 16-06 $46.99

Black Aluminum
(45-24) $16.65

Wood 
(45-25) $9.99

Yawara

16-11C Chrome

Ninja Keychain

Ninja Series DVD
by Grand Master Harunaka Hoshino

Ninja Style Kenjutsu: Part I - DVD-HH001 $24.95
Ninja Style Kenjutsu: Part II - DVD-HH002 $24.95
Ninja Shuriken - DVD-HH003 $24.95
Tanto-Jutsu - DVD-HH004 $24.95

Vol. 1 & 2: DVD-HH010 $39.95

Ninja Boken (34�)
16-05  $12.49

Sharpened 
Ninja Sword

(sharpened stainless 
steel blade 26�)

16-30 
$134.99

Alicia Forbrich

16-11K Black

$7.99 each

*Ninja Star Pack
12 assorted stars
16-12PAK $17.88

45-20C Chrome
45-20K Black 
$11.99 each

Hanwei
Sword Oil

45-2110
$9.99

Long Sword
(Sword length 38�)

35-15L $132.99

Short Sword (Sword length 34�) 

35-15M $123.49

Elite Competition 
Swords

(30 - 33�)
16-25 $33.49

Lacquer Wooden 
Sword Stand

Black or Natural
35-09 $22.99 ea.

Single Sword
Stand

35-08 $22.99 ea.

(Sword not
included)
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In the fall of 1996, Ray spent three 
months training in Malaysia.  He was 
running out of money when one of his 
idols came to film.  �I almost stayed 
in Malaysia when I was 20.  Jackie 
was doing his latest Police Story.  
They filmed in Malaysia.  There was 
a lot of buzz going on and some of 
the Chin Woo guys were being used 
as stunt guys.  So I was like, �Okay, 
I need to stay in Asia.  I�m going to 
get Jackie Chan to notice me.  I can�t 
go back to England.  I have to stay 
here.�  So I called up my dad.  I had no 
money because the money came from 
my parents or whatever I made from 
gymnastics.  And my dad says, �You 
know, come home.  You have no money.  
I�m not having my son stay somewhere 
overseas with no money, trying to make 
a living.  So come home.  Save your 
money first, then go back out.��

It was hard for Ray to return to 
England.  �I wanted to be noticed 
by Jackie.  I felt like if I stayed in 
England, I�m never going to be 
noticed.�  Nevertheless, he committed 
to teaching kids gymnastics again.  
But fate came knocking on his door 
when a casting crew arrived at the gym 
scouting for talent for Mortal Kombat 
(1997).  They were very interested in 
Ray, but he had promised his boss he�d 
teach the kids.  Knowing his dreams, 
his boss let him go.  �He said, �Ray, 
go and do it.  See what happens.  Get 
the job.�  Without Mortal Kombat, 
I wouldn�t have got noticed for Star 
Wars.�

Sith Happens

Ray was set to do utility stunts on 
Mortal Kombat for his first real job 
in the biz.  Unfortunately, he was let 
go because, in England, you must be a 
stuntman to do stunts and Ray hadn�t 
earned that yet.  But the show�s lead, 
Robin Shou, hired Ray back and put 
him directly on his team.  �When I was 
able to go to Thailand and Jordan, I 
was allowed to do stunts, but I was 
only allowed to do martial arts stuff.  I 
learned to do air rams and wirework.  
Because of that, Nick Gillard [stunt 
coordinator for the Star Wars prequels] 
had heard about me in Mortal Kombat

Continued from page 37: Ray Park
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and asked me to come in.  At that time, I was 21.  Even if I was scared, 
I wasn�t going to be scared.  I was going to be positive � yeah, I can do 
this.  So when we got to do air rams and wirework, because of my training 
and experience in Mortal Kombat, I was able to do it.  I think that really 
helped with Nick, with the audition.  I met with him a few hours and he 
introduced me to the producers.  I met the casting director.  I was like, 
�Wait a minute, I�ve been here for a few hours.�

�He asked me to come back for a test fight to show George, so I worked 
with him for four days and on the fifth day they filmed it.  I was dressed up 
as Darth Maul and, by then, I already had this character down.  I already 
knew.  But I didn�t think I was going to get it.  I thought if anything, I 
would be lucky to be brought back.  I was just happy to be part of it for that 
time.  I never got my hopes up.  I never took it for granted.  Nick was really 
cool to me, and Rick McCallum, the producer.  It was George�s call.  Nick 
said, �If George doesn�t go with you, I�ll bring you on some way or another.�  
Because I knew about the stunt rules, I knew I wasn�t coming on for stunts.  
George liked it and I got it.  That�s the best Wushu day of my life.

�I was on my way to an exhibition and I invited my team down from all 
over Great Britain.  A buddy of mine was opening up a school center and 
he says, �Ray, can you bring your guys down and we�ll pay you.�  I said �No, 
no, no, no.  Just give us gas money.  We don�t want to be paid.  We want to 
perform.�  I was on my way and Rick McCallum calls me and tells me I got 
the job.  He gave me my pep talk.  That was the best ever performance I�ve 
done in my life.  Thirty minutes after that, I wasn�t tired, I wasn�t gassing 
out.  I was doing my forms.  I was doing drunken sword.  I was doing 
ditang, changquan.  I was doing it all.�

aisy Ridley, Rey 

from The Force 
Awakens, has been 

training Wushu for the next 

installment of Star Wars, 
Episode VIII.  She is studying 

with Liang Yang, a Wushu-

trained stuntman who played 

Stormtrooper FN-2199 in The 
Force Awakens – dubbed 

TR8R for his one line ‘Traitor’ 

as he wielded a Star Wars 

tonfa.  Ridley posted a 
training vid of her busting 
some Wushu moves on her 
Instagram, which went viral 
in the end of April.  

For any up-and-coming actor, entering the Star Wars franchise is a huge 
break.  Ray remains very humble about it; he knows he was lucky and 
grateful for the opportunity.  The character came to him naturally.  �Darth 
Maul was the first time I got to say, �Hey, you�re going to act in this.�  Just 
by looking at the storyboards and pictures, I felt like he was an old martial 
artist, like a master in the old Kung Fu movies that didn�t really need to 
look mean.  When he caught you, you were very surely dead.  Because he 
was a bad guy, he�s a little arrogant.�

Playing Maul made Ray stand out among stuntmen.  It was a springboard 
for his career in film.  �It was fun to do, because I had to be cool.  All I 
could think of was my dad, my Kung Fu teacher and my Wushu teacher.  
More my Kung Fu teacher because I knew my Wushu teacher would say, 
�Raymond! Your toes weren�t pointed!� or �Raymond! You didn�t kick 

straight!�  He would call me Jock.  
�Jock, your palm wasn�t straight!�  He 
would always find something to, you 
know, put me on the right path.  Which 
is good.  It�s endearing.  So I wanted to 
say, �Thank you,� like I did it.  Thank 
you, thank you.  This is for you, and 
Wushu.�

Time for You to 
Get Mauled, Boy

On the back of Ray�s left bicep are 
four Chinese characters � wulin yi jia 
( ) � a familiar saying to any 
Chinese martial arts aficionado: �The 
martial forest is one family.�  He�s very 
devoted to his Chinese style roots, but 
martial stuntmen must study many 
different styles for different roles.  
Beyond double-ended lightsabers, Ray 
learned katana to play the ninja Snake 
Eyes in G.I. Joe.  He learned double 
kukri for his knife-throwing character 
Edgar in the TV show Heroes.  Now 
he�s doing Ninja Warrior training 
just to keep his edge.  But he remains 
fiercely loyal to the Chinese arts and 
constantly snuck Wushu moves into 
his work throughout his career.  Snake 
Eyes does a Butterfly Twist variation 
in The Rise of Cobra.  In the guest role 
of Brandon, a super soldier agent in 
the TV show Nikita, Ray busts what 
trickers call a �starfish kip up� and 
breakdancers call a �rising windmill.�  
But they got it from Wushu where it 
is known as �Black Dragon Twists 
around the Pole.�
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As Modern Wushu continues to struggle 
to be recognized as an international sport, 
Ray just keeps on representing the art in 
movies and on TV.  He is undaunted by 
Wushu denigrators because he knows its 
power for performance.  �We used to get 
a lot of slack back in the U.K. for Wushu.  
They�d go, �Hey, you know that�s not a real 
martial art, Wushu.  You guys are jumping 
around in your silk pajamas.�  We always 
used to win the local championships, all of 
the competitions � Wushu was always up 
there.  And it was good because I didn�t 
care.  I didn�t have to prove that I could fight 
or do anything.  I just wanted to perform.  
Performing a routine � there�s something � 
you come alive.�

In the wake of Star Wars, there�s a new 
martial style on the rise � Jedi style.  No 

joke.  There are now several lightsaber 
training organizations worldwide like 
The Saber Guild, The Force Academy, 
LudoSport Lightsaber Training 
Academy, and California�s own 
Golden Gate Knights, just to name 
a few.  As the best trained martial 
artist to ever wield a lightsaber on 
screen, Ray is well positioned to 
take advantage of this burgeoning 
market.  Teaching lightsaber 
workshops could be a lucrative side 

job.  �I remember way back when 
Phantom Menace came out, just 
after X-Men as well, I had an old 

manager and he was always trying 
to see the money in everything.  My 

mind wasn�t ready to be doing fitness 
videos (and that�s when I 
taught myself how to use 

Final Cut Pro).  You listen 
to certain people and they�re telling 

me I should do it, but my heart is telling 
me I don�t want to do it.  I�m the sort of 
person that if I�m teaching, and they say, 
�I want to train with Darth Maul; I�ll 
pay you this amount of money,� by the 
end of the first session, if I like you, I�ll 
say, �Don�t worry,� because I�m doing 

something I love.  I could never do that 
for money.�

Ray sees his role as Darth Maul as an 
opportunity to get more people fired up about 
martial arts.  Style doesn�t matter.  What 
matters is that people try it, people who 
might not have ordinarily tried martial arts.  
Ray�s enthusiasm for martial arts training 
is downright contagious.  �At conventions 

Continued on page 44
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   SAI
18� Round: 18-21: $54.99
20� Round: 18-22: $54.99

The Okinawan Sai is a traditional 
kobudo weapon. This sai features 
round steel handle &  pointed  
steel staff. Approximately  
18� and 20� sold as a pair.

            *Important�  

 This item can not be shipped to states of California, 

Massachusetts, and New York or Canada. For other states, please 

check your local regulations.

 Phone Orders:  800. 824. 2433
 International Calls:  865. 686. 4862

 KUBOTAN*

KEIBO*

The Octagon Sai features round steel handle and 
octagonal pointed steel 
staff.

18� Octagon Sai: 18-31: $54.99

20� Octagon Sai: 18-32: $54.99

The Black Sai is made of black 

steel handle and octagonal pointed steel staff.

18� Black Octagon Sai: 18-41:$54.99

20� Black Octagon Sai: 18-42:$54.99

The yin-yang sai features round 
steel reversible hook handle and 
pointed steel staf f. Length of the 
sai ranges between 18� & 20� and 
the the handle�s color may var y. This item sold as a pair.

Yin Yang Sai: 18-38:  $54.99

The Child�s Sai features round steel 
handle & pointed steel staff.

13� Child�s Sai: 18-30:  $54.99 

15� Child�s Sai: 18-35:  $54.99

13� Wooden Kobudo Sai Stand

  18-15:  $26.49 
 Soft Sai Case with Zipper
 black nylon with soft felt inner lining. 

18-11:  $23.99 

Auto Tokushu Keibo* 
with Case

Black Manual Keibo* with Case
A quick flips of the wrist baton. Extends quickly and is 

pocket size (7�) when closed. 17 inches extended. 

19-05:  $18.99 

2 Piece 13� Baton*
Aluminum construction with a 

traditional style. 13� in length. 

19-03:  $29.99 

Semi-pointed keychain*
Very handy - about 6 inches in length.

Chrome 75-01C:  $6.99 

Black 75-01K:  $6.99

Red 75-01R:  $6.99

Blue 75-01B:  $6.99

Black Aluminun ring-tip keychain 75-06:  $6.49

 Push button - spring action baton 

with finger guard. 8 inch  

closed. 20 inch open. 

19-01:  $49.99 



now, I just play with everyone.  That�s me playing.  That�s me wanting to do it.  I like sitting at the table 
and I love meeting everyone.  It can inspire people to go and train, go and learn something, go and learn a 
martial art.  And because of Star Wars, anyone who picks up a lightsaber has that sort of inner power, that 
inner light.  And they bring out their own little pose, spinning around, do-si-do [laughs].  
And that�s the great thing about Star Wars and the martial arts.  You don�t have to 
be a martial artist, but you can be inspired by it.  So when the Saber Guild and the 
Jedi Academy come up, I think it�s great that people will go and do something like 
that.  Dress up, get those Jedi robes and Sith, and go and practice and be in that 
moment.  Because that�s what I was doing when I was a kid.  I was pretending 
to be like Jackie Chan, a Shaolin monk, a ninja.  These guys are getting to 
do that.� And while some stodgy traditionalist might disdain such fantasy, 
traditional Kung Fu is full of styles based on legends like the Monkey King, 
Three Kingdoms and Outlaws of the Marsh.  Who is to say a lightsaber is 
any less of a fantasy than the Monkey King�s magic staff?

I’m Your Father

Stalwart Star Wars fans know that Darth Maul�s 
story did not end at the stroke of Obi-Wan�s 
lightsaber.  The character was reborn in Cartoon 
Network�s Star Wars: The Clone Wars, which 
introduced Maul�s mom, Talzin, and his brother, 
Savage Opress, and set up a climactic cliffhanger 
for the end of Season 3.  Maul�s tale was put 
on hold in the middle of Season 4, and then 
Cartoon Network let the show go at the end of 
that season.  Netflix streamed Season 6, but the 
Darth Maul story was never quite resolved on 
screen, only in the comics.  However, just last 
March, Disney�s new Star Wars Rebels Season 
2 finale ended with the reemergence of Maul, 
who, with some quick strokes of his double-
ended lightsaber, took over as the top bad guy 
in the new series.  Ray didn�t voice Maul in 
any of the animated reincarnations, but is 
happy to know his character continues on.  
�Everyone always asks me what makes 
Darth Maul so cool and so popular; I really 
don�t know.  I think it�s the action � the 
Wushu staff.�

But nowadays, the man behind the 
Maul make-up is a father.  The only 
thing he holds as dear as training is 
his family.  As a Star Wars veteran, 
he was able to bring his family to the 
premiere of The Force Awakens.  �I 
enjoyed it.  It was great.  My kids, 
they stayed awake.  It was a long 
afternoon for us.  I always put 
my kids first.  When we were at 
the premiere and it was late, I�m 
like, �Let�s get them home.�  But 
then my daughter�s like, �I want 
to stay.  It�s the Star Wars 
premiere!  We�ll never get 
invited again.  It�s once in a 
lifetime.�  I said, �Alright.  

Continued from page 42: Ray Park
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We�ll stay up to 10 o�clock.�  They really enjoyed it and 
I enjoyed it because I was sitting there with them.  And 
getting to see George over there, and seeing Harrison 
Ford on the screen again.  To be part of it in some way 
reminded me of why I got into what I�m doing.�

As a loyal dad, Ray trains when his kids are at school, 
and then chauffeurs them around to their after-school 
classes.  He�s very proud that his kids are interested in 
martial arts.  His son, at age eight, is already training 
four days a week, four hours a day.  It makes Ray want 
to jump in and help coach, to show the kids some Wushu 
basics.  But as any parent knows, your kids become 
your teachers.  When kids become rebellious, martial 
arts can instill discipline, but that can be a two-edged 
sword.  Once, when Ray�s kids were acting up, he made 
them hold horse stance as a punishment.  It sparked a 
strange epiphany.  �I realized that I was punishing them 
because I wasn�t doing it for myself.  That taught me a 
lesson.  They were being little kids.  They were acting up 
and being silly so I made them do horse stance.  I swore 
never to make them do that again because it broke my 
heart.  I want training to be fun.  That was the lesson.  
I want them to enjoy it.  They want to join in with me.  
They see me do it.  A little game, a little challenge, I�ll 
embrace it.  But I don�t want it to be punishment.  I�ve 
seen it with masters before.  Their kids hate it.  You�d 
think the master�s son would be expert and he doesn�t 
want anything to do with it.�  After G.I. Joe: Retaliation 
(2013), Ray took a break from major motion pictures to be 
with his family.  He�s taken a few projects since, but no 
blockbuster film franchises lately, preferring to stay close 
to home as his kids grow.  �My kids inspire me.�

Ray Park has lived every martial arts fanboy�s dream, no 
doubt due to his faith and dedication to his practice.  �I 
always wanted to do stunt action, be like Van Damme 
and Jackie Chan.  I didn�t know how.  I just knew that 
martial arts � Wushu � would get me there.  Somehow 
I just knew.  That was the golden carrot in my mind.  If 
I just stuck at it, something would happen, something 
magical.  It would just happen when it was supposed to 
happen.�  As a lifelong martial artist, he�s still on the 
quest, that constant journey towards self-cultivation and 
enlightenment.  And there are still many martial dreams 
he hopes to fulfill.  He has yet to work with his idol Jackie 
Chan, along with many of the martial arts luminaries 
who inspired his path.  When the right offer comes, he�s 
kept his training up and is ready to jump back in.  �I still 
feel something else is going to happen.  I don�t know 
what.  I�m just enjoying the journey.  Just train.  Enjoy it.  
See what happens and go with the flow.�

For more, visit KungFuMagazine.com in July for an exclusive 

extra featuring more of this interview with Ray Park.

Picking up women
is a martial art

If you are like most men, you know that picking 
up women is like learning a martial art. Initially, 
it�s a lot of work, but with lessons and practice, 
you improve your skills. At GaryBrodsky.com, we 
teach you how to up your game and refine your 
dating approach.

Gary Brodsky has studied and mastered the art of 
seduction, having seduced hundreds of women 
using proven methods and tactics, now available to 
you. At GaryBrodsky.com you will find the leading 
books and audio programs on dating, romance, 
and seduction.

Practice the martial art of seduction at

GaryBrodsky.com
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In 
the wake of an exciting series of bouts at the 
13th World Wushu Championships held in 
Jakarta, Indonesia, women�s Sanda ( ) 
enjoyed an important surge in popularity 

and expansion.  Terrific athletes from the five continents 
stepped onto the raised platform to carry out their best 
combat techniques and strategies, pursuing a final 
position on the medal podium.  The crowd was rapturous, 
waving and cheering their appreciation for the athletes.  
They saw more than women�s Sanda; they saw what 
they were there to see: great Sanda!

Early Historical 
Developments
Intended to be a merger of the most adaptable concepts 
and realistic techniques from several styles of traditional 
Wushu and other martial arts, Sanda is a comprehensive 
fighting system and an international full-contact 
sparring division under the umbrella of modern Wushu 
competitions.  Since 1978, The Beijing University of 
Physical Education (BUPE), the Wuhan Institute of 
Physical Education, and the Zhejiang province team 
engaged in efforts to develop the standard Sanda 
techniques and competition methods, a mission nearly 
ten years in the making.  Master Zhang Xiu ( ), a 
former member of the Shandong Province Wushu Team 
and a Wushu graduate from BUPE, was there when 
it all happened and confirms: �Yes, I believe it was 
Grandmaster Zhang Wenguang ( ) who supported 
this initiative in our university and appointed professors 
Zhu Ruiqi ( ) and Xia Bohua ( ) to work on 
the project in 1979.�

These masters had to consider each technique available 
and decide which to include or discard, and Master 
Zhang (Xiu) had the privilege of learning Sanda as part 
of the Wushu degree offerings of the university.  �As 
far as I know, it was the first time our university offered 
Sanda to women.  This was in 1984 and 1985; we used to 
practice 2 to 3 times a week as part of the general Wushu 
program.  We started learning western boxing, taught 
by famous coach Wang Shouxin ( ), who was the 
coach of the China national boxing team and Asian 
Champion of boxing in the �50s.  Then, we did a lot of 
kicking techniques and we also had some seizing and 
throwing practice.� Evidently, Master Zhang is referring 
to Wushu�s basic fighting techniques which are divided 

into four general categories: kicking, striking, 
throwing and catching, or ti, da, shuai, na (

).

In regards to the relation between traditional 
Wushu styles and Sanda�s unified techniques, 
Master Zhang clarifies: �As part of the 

Wushu program we studied Fanziquan (
), Chuojiao ( ), Taijiquan ( ), Baguazhang 

( ), and other styles under traditional masters; 
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but during the Sanda class there were no theory 
explanations as far as which were the techniques we 
were using for practical fighting.  The coaches would 
tell us that using any technique would be fine as long 
as they would work.  In the beginning, we did not wear 
thick gloves when fighting, and several movements 
were not allowed such as knees and elbows strikes, 
direct punching to the eyes or temples, or attacking 
from behind.� Indeed, the appointed teams continued 
experimenting with different rules, protective gear, and 
more.  There were many tournaments and exhibitions 
held, including international ones, until 1989 when 
Sanda (men�s only) was added as an official competition 
item of the national Wushu championships.

Tackling Cultural Barriers
The competitive version of Sanda has been a male-
dominated enterprise since its inception.  The 
valorous Olympic motto, �citius - altius - fortius,� 
has always seemed to favor men, especially in a sport 
that showcases traits traditionally associated with 
masculinity such as sheer strength, toughness and 
aggression.  In this regard, Master Zhang recalls, 
�Only a few of the girls were selected to try the Sanda 
team during the time I was in school.  I don�t think boys 
liked that much when girls had to fight with them.  It 
was still a conservative period at the time when Sanda 
first started in the early �80s.� The fact is that there was 
no official Women�s Sanda competition until 2002, when 
seven female weight classes were added to China�s 
National Wushu Championships, and in 2003 to the 
World Wushu Championships.

Master Zhou Lizhong ( ), a Chinese National 
Sanda Champion in 1994, remembers that during his 
training days at the Wenzhou Wushu Academy there 
were women learning Sanda in the early �90s: �At that 
time in our academy, led by the first level national 
Wushu Master Yuan Zhenlan ( ), we had around 
300 students distributed in several teams for Wushu 
Taolu, Sanda, boxing and Shuaijiao.  We had a few 
dozen women training, but most were from the army 
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and the police forces learning practical Sanda (
); very few were civilians practicing sport Sanda (

).  Both trainings were integrated, but university and 
provincial teams are more specialized for competition, 
whereas the practical Sanda members learned diverse 
self-defense skills, fighting with no gloves, fighting 
against weapons, controlling their opponents on the 
ground, etc.�

Having such low numbers of female practitioners of 
a combat sport like Sanda through the �80s and �90s 
may also be due to a combination of factors relating 
to the kind of conservative attitudes towards gender 
roles in China at the time.  This disparity persisted 
even after various organizations like China�s General 
Administration of Sport ( ) developed 
different leagues of professional Sanda in an effort 
to reach a much larger audience, such as the �King of 
Sanda� ( ), which was broadcast weekly on 
national TV over many seasons starting in 2000.  The 
program featured �ring girls� holding signs in between 
rounds, but did not include actual women�s fighting 
classes until many years later, and were never popular or 
highly advertised.

The Olympic Movement
The Olympic Charter states that one of the roles of the 
Internal Olympic Committee (IOC) is �to encourage 
and support the promotion of women in sport at all 
levels and in all structures, with a view to implementing 
the principle of equality of men and women� [Rule 2, 
paragraph 7].  However, the same socially constructed 
gender differences that made it difficult for women�s 
Sanda to become established have affected many other 

On Sanda 

and Sanshou
Originally, the name Sanshou (  � lit. free 

hands) was used to refer to the modern practical 

hand-to-hand combat methods of Wushu 

compiled and refined between 1978 and 1989.  

Sanshou was a term already used in traditional 

Wushu to refer to specific practical fighting 

systems such as the Tai Chi practical fighting 

( ) or the Yue (Fei) Style practical 

fighting ( ), or simply to the effect 

of drilling techniques with a partner without 

following a fixed pattern, and hence the name 

�free hands.�  During the �90s, the term Sanda 

(  � lit. free fighting) was coined by Wushu 

researchers and academics to specifically refer 

to the modern combat discipline and avoid 

any confusion.  The new term seemed more 

adequate as the combat methods included more 

than just �hand� techniques, and consequently 

the Chinese Wushu Association (CWA) 

agreed upon its use officially in China in the 

year 2000.  However, as IWUF continued to 

use the term Sanshou for over a decade, both 

terms were used interchangeably until IWUF 

f inally applied the naming convention in 

2012.  Today, all events sanctioned by CWA or 

IWUF, including all major competitions such as 

the World Wushu Championships, the Sanda 

World Championships, as well as teaching 

materials, competition rules, etc., make use 

of the term Sanda across the board.

Continued on page 52
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comparable disciplines.  For instance, wrestling has 
been an Olympic sport since the ancient Olympic 
Games but did not feature women�s divisions until 
2004.  Boxing entered the Olympics in 1904 and it 
was not until 2012 that women�s divisions were added.  
Fencing � one of the very few sports that has been on 
every modern Olympic program � did not have women�s 
divisions until 1924, being limited to compete with foil 
until 1996, when épée was added, and later with sabre in 
2004.  Judo made it into the Olympics in 1964 and had 
to wait until 1992 to see women compete.  Taekwondo 
is perhaps one of the very few cases were both men and 
women were added at the same time to the Olympic 
program in the year 2000.

Back to Wushu, the International Wushu Federation 
(IWUF) has consistently pursued a place in the 
Olympic Program since its founding in 1991, achieving 
recognition by the IOC in 2002, following Beijing�s 
successful bid to host the 2008 Summer Olympic 
Games.  Knowing that gender equality was one the 
main IOC requirements alongside universality, anti-
doping compliance, etc., women�s Sanda was quickly 
added to the national and international Wushu 
competitions around the same time, perhaps in an effort 
to help maximize IWUF�s eligibility for the inclusion.  
Nevertheless, Sanda was excluded from the actual 
bid for the 2008 Games, which consisted only of 8 

Taolu divisions, and was later rejected by the IOC.  

Since then, although the Olympic movement could be 

considered an important driver for the rise of women�s 

Sanda, the full contact sparring division of Wushu has 

not been included on any of the subsequent bids, but 

merely mentioned as an optional or future additional 

event.
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The Iranian Team Vision

The last World Wushu Championships was a defining 
moment for women�s Sanda in general, and specifically 
for the Iranian women�s Sanda team, who for the second 
time in history tied for first place with the almighty 
team of professional athletes from China.  Master 
Mohammad Pourgholami, one of the original founders 
of the Iran Wushu Federation, longtime member of the 
IWUF Technical Committee, and Vice Chairman of 
the Asian Wushu Federation Technical Committee, 
shares some important details about this outstanding 
achievement: �In 2003, at the 7th World Wushu 
Championships in Macau, female athletes of Iran 
represented our country for the first time (Taolu only), 
and in 2004 at the 6th Asian Wushu Championships in 
Myanmar (Taolu and Sanda).  It was exactly then when 
we decided to start a plan to become one of the most 
powerful teams in the World.�

In reference to what elements have driven the Iran team�s 
ascent, Master Pourgholami reflects, �The first step 
was to improve our understanding of the competition 
rules and coordinate that with the actual fighting skills 
of our female athletes.  The second step was to organize 
yearly competitions in every province of Iran, to ensure 
that only the best athletes could participate in the 
national championships.  After selecting the top tier, 
the third step was to invite them to various training 

camps for at least 3 months before each continental or 

world championships.  Apart from our staff of national 

coaches, we hired Chinese Sanda national champion 

Pang Yan ( ) as the national coach of the Iranian 

women�s team for more than four years, improving the 

level of our athletes immensely.  In recent years, the Iran 

Wushu Federation also organizes weekly competitions 

between different Sanda teams from all parts of Iran at 

least 6 months out of every year.  Lastly, we replaced our 

team coach last year with Zhang Yujie ( ), another 

Chinese and World Sanda champion.�

Our mats are constructed of High Density EVA foam 
for a safe, non-slippery surface. The Puzzle Mat�s 
notched edges form a secure joint that is easy to 
assemble and install. Our reversible mats allow 
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occasionally. It�s like having two mats for the price 
of one! Red / Blue

Reversible Mats Size:  
3.3�  x 3.3�  x  20 mm thickness
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Undoubtedly, ensuring the best coaching and the 
proper sports infrastructure was key for Iran�s success, 
but dealing with the stigma surrounding Islamic 
women in sports was also imperative in Master 
Pourgholami�s plan.  �Yes, improving the female 
athlete�s skills was very important, but one of the 
main road-blocks for them was to be able to participate 
wearing a sports hijab � an athletic version of the 
traditional veil or scarf covering their heads and necks; 
in all major international competitions, it was against 
the rules.  To solve this situation before the 7th World 
Wushu Championships, I signed a protocol with the 
IWUF technical committee to let Islamic women 
athletes participate with their sports hijabs, and also 
cover arms and legs as required, which was a major 
accomplishment for me as a member of the Technical 
Committee of IWUF and a representative of the 
Iran Wushu Federation.� This was certainly a great 
milestone that benefited women from many countries, 
as well as helping to pave the way for the future 
inclusion of Wushu in the Islamic Solidarity Games in 
2016.

Leveraging on MMA’s 
Momentum
MMA (Mixed martial arts) has become a global sport 
entertainment enterprise attracting millions of pay-
per-view buyers, with thousands packing stadiums 
and reality television shows following individual 
fighters.  This phenomenon has penetrated all markets, 
including China, where it is currently growing at a 
rapid rate.  Multiple promotions now host shows in 
the area, including MMA, Thai Boxing, Kickboxing 
and other formats of combat sports, attracting a 
significant number of Sanda fighters.  Following the 
rise of female MMA stars such as Ronda Rousey, 
Joanna Jedrzejczyk, and others, every major combat 
sport organization now promotes women�s divisions.  
Numerous China Sanda champions such as Zhang 
Weili ( ), Meng Bo ( ), Tang Jin ( ) 
and Yan Xiaonan ( ) have stellar careers in 
MMA and are featured in magazines, TV programs, 
advertisements, and more.  Hopefully, this global 
expansion in women�s combat sports will play an 
active role in fostering gender equality around the 
world, inspiring more and more women to pursue 
careers as splendid fighters.  At least we are certain 
that women�s Sanda has grown exponentially, and 
it doesn�t look like it will be slowing down any time 
soon!

The author wishes to thank Masters Zhang Xiu, Zhou 
Lizhong, Mohammad Pourgholami, and José Gago Garrido 
for their follow-up and contribution to this article.  Emilio 
Alpanseque currently teaches in El Cerrito, CA, and can be 
contacted through his website EastBayWushu.com.
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By Masoud Hayeri Khiavi

alking a narrow, dark and lonely alley 

is fearful for most people.  Perhaps 

this fear is the psychological token 

from our ancestors who lived in 

Stone Age caves.  However, they 

survived.  Humankind progressed, and today there is a 

new generation of human.  With the advent of modern 

luxuries, the human body has grown soft and lazy; and 

in today�s world, people find it more difficult to endure 

hardships.  Some people have become a problem for other 

citizens, so day by day the population has become more 

isolated.

God has provided man and woman with inborn 

defensive capabilities.  This article will discuss some 

defensive strategies for women.  When threatened, a 

woman has the instinctive reaction of screaming and 

scratching.  However, this defensive tactic will not be 

useful if there is not a clear understanding of how and 

when to use it.  Screaming and scratching are futile on 

their own.  In fact, they will just waste energy if used 

erroneously.  Screaming can be like what Taekwondo 

practitioners call a Ki-Hap � a yell to startle the 

attacker.  But startling the attacker is seldom sufficient 

to end the encounter.  A follow-up technique to hurt 

the attacker is often called for.  The human head has 

pressure points just like most animals (especially 

mammals).  Even a slow and light yet correct thump in a 

sensitive location can cause dizziness, unconsciousness 

or even death.

When you are standing and attacked from the front, 

the question is, �Which parts of your body will the 

attacker target?�  It is really important that you don�t get 

surprised or attacked from behind.  However, there are 

always ways to defend yourself.  Two types of forward 

attacks, and helpful defense strategies, are illustrated 

herein.
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The Attacker is about to embrace you. By placing your knee against the attacker’s thigh or abdomen, you can block 
the attack.  Position your palm under the tip of the aggressor’s nose so that 
any pressure applied will push the assailant’s head backward to neutralize the 
attack.



When an attacker tries to embrace you, place your knee 
against his thigh or abdomen, then put your palm under 
the tip of his nose in such a way that, with pressure, 
you can drive the attacker�s head back to neutralize the 
attack.

If the attacker manages to catch hold of you but 
your hands are free, instead of closing your eyes and 
flinching, scream directly into the aggressor�s face and 
then attack with your nails, fingers or even your elbows.  
Several pressure points can be targeted in specific 
ways.  Poke the nostrils with your index finger.  Use 
your four fingers to strike the gums, especially the upper 
gums.  Poke the eyes with your fingers.  If the attacker�s 
eyes are closed, gouge at the corner of the eyes with 
your index finger or thumb.  You can strike behind 
the ears or into the ear canal with your index finger or 
thumb.  Strike the throat � preferably the Adam�s apple 
� with the middle finger, index finger or with the knife 
edge of your hand.  Use your thumb to dig underneath 

the jaw outside where the tongue attaches.  There are 
numerous pressure points around the mouth.  Apply 
pressure aggressively and continuously to hurt the 
attacker until he releases you.  Often the attacker will 
close his/her eyes, in which case target the corners of 
the eyes.  Do not forget that an attacker who intends 
to kill you or has evil intentions does not deserve any 
sympathy.

Pulling hair is an interesting technique that can be 
effective.  However, this method is not very reliable 
as the attacker could be bald, have short or little hair, 
or could even be wearing a helmet or some kind of hat.  
But there are still many different techniques to use 
in such circumstances.  It just requires a little bit of 
creativity, calmness and self-confidence.

When the attacker seizes you and your hands are 
wrapped, screaming can be the first and most effective 
technique.  If possible, bring your hands together 
between the attacker�s chest and abdomen and 
interlock your fingers.  With your interlocked hands, 
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If the attacker manages to catch hold of you but your hands are 
free, instead of closing your eyes and flinching, scream directly 
into the aggressor’s face and attack with your nails, fingers or 
even your elbows.

Aggressive pressure must be applied continuously to hurt the attacker 
until he/she releases you.

You can use your thumb to dig underneath the jaw outside where the 
tongue attaches.



exert pressure on the attacker�s diaphragm.  Your 
head and legs now hold an important responsibility.  
Coordination between your head, hands, feet, 
and especially the knees is very important.  Try to 
concentrate on each of these parts so you can engage 
them effectively.

At this juncture, you can choose among several 
techniques.  You can blow into the adversary�s eyes 
(this may seem ridiculous, but it can cause a flinch).  
You can head butt the attacker in the chin, nose or 
mouth.  You can even bite your foe�s nose.  If the 
attacker is male, you can knee him in the crotch.  
Use any and all techniques necessary to achieve 
your objective, which is to force your attacker to 
release you.  After you break free, run as fast as you 
can to a populated area.  Keep in mind that in such 
circumstances when your hands are wrapped, you can 
still use your mind.  Do not miss the opening.  You 
have only a few seconds to determine the outcome.

In these situations, toss propriety aside.  Fight madly 

but smartly.  Do not forget that there are people who 

might be stalking you.  Escape immediately after the 

attacker is temporarily impaired.  If you are attacked 

and feel there is no way to escape, keep your guard up 

and concentrate on ways to defend yourself.  If you 

do not know how to do it, trust your instincts.  Keep 

in mind that even a needle can save you, if you know 

when and where to use it.

Masoud Hayeri Khiavi has been learning martial arts and its 

philosophy since childhood.  He has published three books about 

martial arts in Iran and has authored over forty self-defense 

articles in Iranian martial arts magazines such as Razm Avar.  

He credits the Korean martial art of Kuk Sool Won as the most 

influential in his development.
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Poke the eyes with your fingers.  If the attacker’s eyes are closed, gouge the corners of the eyes with your index finger or thumb.

Use your hands by interlocking your fingers and 
trying to hold them between the attacker’s chest and 
abdomen.

After that, exert pressure on the attacker’s diaphragm with your hands.
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�E
ach style is good for Push Hands.�  
So says Master Wu Amin ( ).  
Master Wu is known as the �Princess 
of Taiji (taiji gongzhu )� 

because she is one of the most decorated champions 
in China.  During the late nineties, she dominated 
the podium capturing numerous national and 
international 1st place awards for Taijiquan, Taiji 
sword and Taiji Push Hands.  A graduate of the 
renowned Beijing University of Physical Education 
(BUPE) Wushu Department, she was schooled 

in the five major styles of Taiji � Chen ( ), 
Yang ( ), Wu ( ),  Sun ( ), and Wu 

(Hao) ( / ) � and also studied 
outside of the academies, seeking 
instruction from the sagacious 
folk masters.  Much of the 
university curriculum has been 
standardized for Modern 
Wushu competition, while 
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the folk � or minjian ( ) � styles 
retain the �old school� essence of 
the art, especially where combat 
applications are concerned.   Master 
Wu studied under many folk masters 
across China, and eventually became 
a disciple of Grandmaster Li Bingci 
( ), the leading 4th generation 
proponent of Wu ( ) Taijiquan who 
is now in his late eighties.

Master Wu competed at a pivotal 
period for the sport of Taiji as it fell 
under the mantel of Modern Wushu.  
Modern Wushu habitually cites 
its birth as 1949, but in truth, that 
is the date of the founding of the 
People�s Republic of China.  As the 
nation was forming, little attention 
was paid to advancing her martial 
arts.  Once things settled, there 
were some initial steps towards 
formalizing Chinese martial arts, but 
in the mid-sixties to mid-seventies 
(during the Cultural Revolution), 
unrest rose again, and that stifled 
progress.  It wasn�t until after the 
revolution subsided that Modern 
Wushu really began to take shape 
as an international sport.  Initially, 
Modern Wushu competition focused 
predominantly on forms (taolu 

).  Sparring (sanda ) wasn�t 
included until 1989 and then only for 
men.  It�s extremely rare for a taolu 
athlete to compete in sanda and vice 
versa.

Taijiquan has always been a part of 
Modern Wushu taolu competition.  
Taiji sword is now included too.  
The sport of Push Hands (tuishou 

) still isn�t an official event 
in International Modern Wushu 
competition; however, there are 
plenty of tournaments.  This is just 
like taolu and sanda are separated.  
Master Wu says that, in China, 
Taiji form competitors usually 
don�t compete in Pushing Hands.  
�My experience is if you do both, it 
really benefits each other.  Balance, 
philosophy � you understand why the 
form has to go that way.�

In the mid-nineties, China tried 
to develop women�s Push Hands 
competition.  Starting around 1994, 
Master Wu was thrust into the 
newly expanding sport.  �Minjian 
always had Pushing Hands. Each 
team had to have a woman Push 
Hands competitor.  I was the poor 
girl.  Someone threw me on that 
mat.�  Wu smiles about it now 
and is grateful for 
the experience.  
She says that 
from 1996 to 2000, 
China kept encouraging 
all the sports colleges 
to participate in Push Hands, 
especially for women, and 
competition grew.  As BUPE was 
a leading Wushu institution, Wu 
found herself at the forefront of 
the movement.  At the 1998 China 
National Wushu Tournament, Wu 
won 1st place in Women�s Taiji Push 
Hands, as well as the Women�s 
All-Around Champion title, which 
included Taiji, Taiji sword and 
Push Hands.  She captured the 

All-Around title again at the China 
National Wushu Tournament in 
2000.

The 5 Styles of 
Taiji
Master Wu is diplomatic about 
the strengths of each Taiji style.  
While her specialty is Wu style, she 
was taught the modern combined 
forms like the rest of her generation.  
These combined forms attempted 
to express qualities of each of the 
five styles within a single form.  
However, she pursued each style 
further to get more in depth, and 
credits both BUPE coaches and 
minjian masters as having influenced 

Cai

Yang
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her practice.  Her extensive education, backed by her 
competitive record, gives her an authoritative opinion on 
the strengths of each style.

Chen style is renowned for its Push Hands.  Known for 
low, physically demanding stances, Chen has signature 
soft and slow spiraling movements punctuated by 
explosive bursts.  Chen�s explosive fajin (literally �emit 
strength� ) translates directly to Push Hands.  �The 
stance is low.  This gives you a low base.  Low is heavier 
� heavier qi.�  Master Wu notes that a distinction 
must be made here between competition Push Hands 
and combat applications.  Push Hands competition is 
bound by rules.  Street combat is not.  Chen has many 
techniques that aren�t legal in competition.  �Chen style 
likes to use bei tui (literally �separating step� but refers 
to controlling the opponent�s legs ) to control 
opponents.  [In] competition may not use, but minjian 
use a lot.�  According to Wu, these leg locking 
techniques aren�t necessarily injurious, but the falls 
they elicit can be.  She adds that her take on 
Chen is somewhat unique.  She didn�t learn 
under a Chen village master.  
Instead, she was taught by 
a student of Shangdong 
master Hong Jungshen 
( ) in a provincial 
variation of Chen 
referred to as Hong 

Kao

Wu

Pai ( ).  Hong Pai emphasizes a lot of qinna (joint locks 
) and explosive power.

Yang style is by far the most popular style of Taiji in the world 
today.  �It�s very general,� says Wu.  The popularity of Yang 
has made it a standard of practice in a manner of speaking.  
When the combined forms were created, Yang was the baseline.  
�Yang shows peng lu ji an ( ).�  Peng lu ji an are 
four of the eight jin (strengths ).  These are conventionally 
translated as ward-off, rollback, push, and press respectively.  
The remaining four are cai (grab ), lie (break ), zhou (elbow 

) and kao (lean ).  �Competition starts with three circles,� 
says Wu, and those circles express Peng lu ji an.  That gives 
Yang practitioners an advantage from the start.

Wu style is Master Wu�s specialty.  She says that like all 
Taiji styles, Wu is based on circles.  However, Wu 

has different kinds of circles, both small and large, 
along with obliquely oriented circles.  �Wu is calm, 
soft, gentle, the most song (loose, relaxed ) of 
the five.�  In Push Hands, Wu is loose and light.  
It emphasizes sensitivity and subtlety.  �Wu 
doesn�t always fali (emit power ), not as 

explosive.�  Master Wu says Wu style suppresses 
the opponent�s ability to fajin.  It dissolves the 

opponent�s strength through circular redirection.

As for Sun style, Master Wu says it�s all in the footwork.  
Unlike the other Taiji styles, the stance in Sun style is 
higher with the weight centered evenly.  The stance is akin 
to santishi (literally �three body force� ).  Instead 
of the horse stance and bow stance so common to Taiji, 

santishi is closer to a fencer�s stance with the feet much 
closer together and the weight evenly distributed, so 

advancing and retreating are equal possibilities.  
�It�s the Xingyi influence,� says Wu.   Sun style 

draws from the other two main 
internal styles 
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Xingyiquan and Baguazhang, so the footwork is quick 
and nimble, what Wu calls linghuo (literally �spirit 
lively� but means �agile� ).  �Sun focuses on 
their own center, then attacks the opponent�s center.  
It�s hard to see in competition, only in minjian 
Push Hands.�

Wu (Hao) is based on simple, small circular 
movements.  It focuses on balance, sensitivity 
and qi cultivation.  Many practitioners have 
stocky frames as this body type fits the style well.  
�Wu jin is heavy.  Both hands cover both sides.  
Don�t extend arms out very much.  Hands not 
past toes.  It�s heavy, like hitting a wall.�

While the five styles are distinctly different, Master Wu says that in China, provincial 
variances weigh more heavily than lineages.  For instance, within Chen style, her Hong 
Pai is easily recognized as a Shandong Province interpretation.  She says she can usually 
determine which province a practitioner comes from after seeing some of their form.  �Several 
techniques are Henan, Chen village.�

Pushing Forward
After Master Wu retired from competition, women�s Push Hands declined.  She 
heard it has been dwindling since 2003 or 2005.  �I feel sad.  Push Hands for women 
should continue.�  Even though Push Hands is Taiji, it�s still a combative sport.  
And like any combative sport, less women participate.   �Not as many women 
want to try.  Women�s body frame is different, same as with other sports.  Taiji 
deals with hardness.  I feel more women should try.  Soft against hard.  As long 
as you like it.�

Sun
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Nowadays, Push Hands competition has changed in China.  It has moved away 
from being a Taiji application and become more like wrestling or Sumo.  �Some 
Chen villagers are full-time Push Hands.  They need to train the principles.  
Elbow, shoulder, weight sinks down.  Sometimes, they just do shuaijiao (Chinese 
wrestling ).  They should strengthen Taiji basic skills and taolu practice to 
be more efficent�

Moreover, other trends in Taiji competition beyond Push Hands have shifted 
the sport in a different direction.  Modern Wushu Taiji taolu competition has 
increased its focus on nandu (difficulty moveme nts ) for scoring.  These 
are extreme acrobatic techniques, akin to how Olympic gymnastics and figure 
skating are scored.  Master Wu was among some of the first athletes who had to 
train in nandu.  She shakes her head at the memory.  �Six hours of training � four 
hours just nandu � everyday.  I don�t think that�s worth it.  Even though some 
kids are good at jumping and landing with beautiful music and uniforms, they 
still get a lot of injuries.  For athletes to train, it�s harmful.  For regular people 
to train Taiji, they [will] not be able to reach.�  There�s another reason why 

Master Wu is critical of this trend.  �All those modern kids can do awesome 
movements, but get them come to Push Hands, they can�t do 

anything.�

Nevertheless, Master Wu is optimistic of 
another effort China is making towards 

promoting Taiji.  �The 
government helps 

to support Taiji 
a lot in the 
last decade.  
They�ve 
increased 
[programs] in 
elementary and 
middle schools.�  
With all those 
Chinese kids starting younger, 
there�s more potential for the 
next generation to produce 
some topnotch Taiji masters.  

And hopefully, like Master Wu, 
they will learn to Push.

Master Wu Amin currently teaches in Millbrae, 
California.  For more information, visit her 

website at www.wuamintaichi.com.  She 
is assisted in this demo by her student 

Dino Oliva.

Wu (Hao)

Zhou

reverse angle 
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Chen Style Lao Jia 
Yi Lu
DVD-GR001: $29.95

Chen Taijiquan 
Broadsword
DVD-GR003: $29.95

Chen Style Taijiquan 
Lao Jia Er Lu
 DVD-GR004: $29.95

Chen Style Taijiquan 
Xin Jia Yi Lu
                    DVD-GR005: $29.95

Chen Taiji Straightsword

DVD-GR002: $29.95

Chen Style Taijiquan 
Applications & Striking 
Techniques
 DVD-GR009: $29.95

Chen Style 
Taijiquan 19 Form
DVD-GR011: $29.95

Chen Taijiquan 38 
Form (2 Disc)
 DVD-GR013: $39.99

      

This DVD, demonstrates the fundamental Chen-
style 75 movement form, Lao Jia Yi Lu, and the 49 
movement Straight Sword. DVD-YM819: $39.95

Chen Village Push 
Hands
The International Chen Style 
Taijiquan Association present the 
5th annual Wenxian International 
Taijiquan Conference.   
DVD-GR008: $29.95

Chen Style Lao Jia 
Yi Lu Applications
DVD-GR007: $29.95

48 Posture Taiji 
Quan (2 disc)
DVD-LH102: $35.95

24 Posture Taiji 
Quan (2 Disc)
DVD-LH103: $35.95

Taiji 13 Postures
DVD-LH011: $25.95

Yin Yang Taiji 
13 Postures
DVD-LH012: $25.95

32 Posture Taiji 
Sword
DVD-LH101: $29.95

O-mei Water 
Tai Chi
DVD-FX005: $19.95

Chen Style Old 
Frame Routine 
No. 1 (Big Frame)
DVD-LH104: $35.95
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a carrying case.
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POWER PIVOT GIVES YOU ADDED TRACTION AND 

ALWAYS LEAVES A GOOD IMPRESSION.

(Men’s Sizes) Sizes 1-6½ $41.99
  Sizes 7-10½ $44.99
  Sizes 11-13 $47.99
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(1) Flying Attacks and Takedowns
Extreme Self Defense!  Here are 15 powerful techniques to take an opponent down, complete 
with pressure point strikes.  These methods are based on a street-practical system used by the 
Chinese Police and Military called Jing Quan Dao (Way of the Alert Fist).  Developed by Grandmaster 
Alexander Tao, a Guinness Book of World Records holder, Jing Quan Dao is highly effective for 
combat and self defense.  DVD-AT105: $19.95

(2) Gun and Knife Disarms
In these modern times, the threat of an armed assailant is always lurking.  Whether 
the perpetrator is a terrorist or a street punk, here are 15 methods for neutralizing 
an armed attacker.   These methods are based on a street-practical system used 
by the Chinese Police and Military called Jing Quan Dao (Way of the Alert Fist).  
Developed by Grandmaster Alexander Tao, a Guinness Book of World Records 
holder, Jing Quan Dao is highly effective for combat and self defense.  

DVD-AT106: $19.95

(3) Iron Leg 
Get Devastating Kicks!  Iron Leg is a traditional method of strengthening and 
conditioning your legs for maximal power and endurance.  These methods are based on 
a street-practical system used by the Chinese Police and Military called Jing Quan Dao 
(Way of the Alert Fist).  Developed by Grandmaster Alexander Tao, a Guinness Book of 
World Records holder, Jing Quan Dao is highly effective for combat and self 
defense.  DVD-AT107: $19.95

(4) Fingertip Handstands: The One-Finger 
Zen Training Method 
One-finger Zen is a rare and unique skill that is used to strengthen 
fingertips for pressure point attacks. Grandmaster Alex Tao, the 
founder of the Chinese military fighting method Jing Quan Dao, is a 
leading master of One-finger Zen.  His fingertip feats have earned him a 
place in the Guinness Book of World Records.  Coupled with his highly-
effective combat system, One-Finger Zen is a devastating method of self 

defense.  DVD-AT103  $19.95

Grandmaster Tao�s
12 Herb Soak

Iron Tao
Training Bags
Contains 1 large (8 x 12 inch) bag 

and 2 small (4 x 6 inch) bags.

20-40  $24.99 

This special herb soak was 
created by Grandmaster Tao 
himself based on traditional 
ancient recipes.  
30 day supply.  

20-41  $49.99

Iron Body Master Kit
Now Grandmaster Tao brings his training method directly to you with his revealing video includ-
ing Power Meditation, Iron Body, Iron Palm, Iron Forearm, Iron Knee, Iron Head, and more! Also 
you get the Iron Tao Training bags and the Iron Tao 12 Herb Soak, complete for one low price. 
Everything you need to get started in the privacy of your own home. Compare and save!

DVDK-AT102   $74.99

1 2 3 4

987
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(5) 24 Killing Blows of the Chinese Military
In this unprecedented video, Grandmaster Tao reveals 24 of the most practical and effective lethal techniques.  
These techniques are extremely dangerous.  They were developed for the military, riot police, bodyguards, anti-
terrorist squads and extreme self defense, to benefit professional fighters.  
DVD-AT104  $19.95

(6) Shadow boxing (Void Strikes)
Shadow Boxing (Void Strikes) teaches you the basic building blocks for a combat fighter.  Everything 

is broken down into simple, easy-to-learn training techniques.  This video also outlines the structure 
of Jing Quan Dao, including the ranking system.  Grandmaster Tao designed this video as the 

introductory video for any serious Jing Quan Dao enthusiast.  DVD-AT101  $19.95

(7) Iron Body and Power meditation
Iron Body and Power Meditation teaches you how to cultivate your internal power, known as qi.  

Using qi, Grandmaster Alex Tao and his students can break bricks, boards and bottles with ease, 

and withstand tremendous blows to their bodies.  This method is known as Iron Body and 

includes Iron Palm, Iron Head, Iron Fist, Iron Finger, Iron Forearm, Iron Elbow, Iron 

Knees, Iron Feet and more.  You�ll see more actual demonstrations of real 

breaks by Grandmaster Tao and his students than in any other such video.  

DVD-AT102  $19.95

(8 & 9) Combat Tactics of Chinese 
Police (Jing Quan Dao)
Grandmaster Alex Tao took all the best attacks from 

traditional Kung Fu and developed this new no-nonsense 

self defense system - the Way of the Alert Fist. So 

effective, it is implemented by Chinese Military & 

Police!

Volume 1: DVD-AT001  $19.95

Volume 2: DVD-AT002  $19.95
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the board bends away from the practitioner rather than 
towards.  Lastly, the board grain (lines on the wood) must 
be aligned with the direction of the striking surface; going 
against the grain will make for a more difficult break.  
With the right amount of power, all of these factors 
become irrelevant and the board may be broken no matter 
the grain or moisture content.  However, if efficiency and 
ease of the break is the goal, keep these factors in mind.

Lining up the strike is one of the most valuable lessons 
that one can gain from board-breaking.  This concept 
encompasses all elements of the break.  As already 
mentioned, attention must be paid to the direction of the 
grain as it corresponds to the striking surface.  However, 
the path of travel must be accounted for as well, so that, 
upon striking, a straight line is made from beginning to 
end.  At the moment of impact, alignment in the arm 
or leg will directly affect the amount of power in and 
weight behind the strike.  When punching, there should 
be a straight line from the source of power generation 
(the trunk of the body) down the arm and to the knuckles 
themselves, which should continue through the board 
itself.  In internal arts this type of alignment is called 
�bone stacking,� and such alignment should be performed 
in all strikes for maximum effect.  This concept is not 
limited to board-breaking alone, but in fact all aspects 
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HE 
stands before his opponent with aggressive 
intention.  His posture is like a tiger ready 
to pounce, eyes focused, gaze stern and 

unfaltering.  One hand is clenched tightly in fist at his 
side, chambered, ready to unleash; the other hand firmly 
grips a wooden board held out for his opponent to see.  
He bursts with energy, and with a crack like a gunshot 
two pieces of board fall to the ground.  His fist returns 
and rests at his hip, tightly clenched, eyes unmoved.  
Unimpressed, his opponent merely replies, �Boards don�t 
hit back.� 
 
Every martial artist has heard or used this phrase at some 
point in their lives.  It is a classic stand against narrow-
mindedness in martial arts training.  Punching bags, 
focus mitts, and wooden dummies also don�t hit back, 
yet we continue to use them in training.  Board-breaking 
has its place in the martial arts and is a very important 
method of exploring explosive power and connection.  In 
fact, there is more to board-breaking than exhaling and 
striking really hard.  Correct board-breaking requires 
alignment, connection, speed, power and awareness, and 
proves our ability to strike effectively when focused.

There are two types of board-breaking: speed-breaking 
and power-breaking.  Speed-breaking requires the martial 
artist to strike faster than the board can flex and absorb 
energy, causing structural failure (breaking).  Speed 
breaks are commonly done without support to the board, 
such as tossing the board into midair, or hanging the 
board by a string.  Power-breaking is the most common 
method, as force is used to exceed the strength of the 
board, causing structural failure or the break.  Power-
breaking can be easily and safely accomplished with 
proper preparation of the board, technique, and spirit.

Let�s get down to the physics of the break.  The most 
common boards used for breaking are 12� squares of pine 
board.  Nowadays the thickness varies from as thin as 
.35� thick up to 1� thick, which will determine the level 
of difficulty.  When selecting a board for breaking, pay 
attention to knots in the wood (knots are more dense, 
thus harder to break), the moisture content of the wood 
(dryer wood tends to be more brittle), and board warping, 
as these factors will make breaking either easier or harder 
to accomplish.  Next is placement on either a stand or 
holding the board.  The most efficient break requires that 
no energy applied by the punch or kick is absorbed or lost; 
therefore, it is important to have a stand that will not 
bend or flex in any way.  It is even more important that, 
while holding a board, the arms are locked out and stay as 
sturdy as possible.  When the board doesn�t break, all the 
energy is bounced back into the striking hand, which may 
result in injury.  Therefore, placement on the stand is also 
important.  The board will best break at the point furthest 
from support (the stand/holder), which is the middle of 
the board, so if the support is spread further apart to 
the edge of the board, the better.  Warping can be easily 
accommodated by placing the board on the stand so that 

Incorrect and Correct Surface Alignment  
Incorrect and correct striking surface alignment matches the line of 
the striking surface to the grain of the wood at the center of the board.  
Correct alignment will allow a much more efficient break.  



of the martial arts.  The next factor of alignment 
is the path of the strike, from the initiation of 
movement through the board itself.  Like the 
saying goes, the fastest way to get from A to B 
is a straight line; thus, when striking the board 
itself, the easiest break will be accomplished if 
the striking line goes straight through the board.  
Any angle of strike will effectively increase the 
thickness and mass of the target, making it more 
difficult to break.  This is a common mistake for 
beginner breakers, as they change the path of 
their punch upon striking.  Any weak points or 
misalignment will result in loss of power.  The last 
factor in alignment is dependent on the striking 
surface itself and the grain of the board.  The 
striking surface, whether hand or foot, will create a 
line of it�s own.  This line should match the grain 
of the board for the easiest break.  If the lines are 
perpendicular, the break will be harder to achieve.

Power is necessary for correct breaking, but power 
is directly affected by confidence of achieving 
the break.  Should the breaker�s confidence falter, 
the punch will be pulled, power will be lost, the 
board will not break and the breaker will endure 
injury.  Confidence can be developed through 
visualization of successful breaking.  Confidence 
enables you to maintain the path and speed from 
A to B, but we must also explore the path itself.  
A is dependent on the strike, as different strikes 
will have different starting points, but B is always 

the same.  B is below the center of the board.  This is a simple 
concept, but tough for many beginners to physically accomplish.  
Many failures in breaking are from targeting the surface of 
the board.  Breaks can be achieved like this but are much more 
difficult, as it requires more speed and snap when hitting 
the board.  Follow-through of the strike allows the mass and 
momentum of the entire body to assist in breaking the board.

Breaking also requires a level of focus that many students rarely 
engage in on a day-to-day basis.  This level of focus is also 
necessary during real combat; however, breaking only gives the 
student mere moments of focus.  That�s why it is imperative 
to practice breaking often and regularly.  Like sparring, or 
practicing techniques, breaking is only a small slice of the entire 
picture.

Teen Breaking a Board  
Children and teenagers must be properly instructed and supervised by an 
experienced instructor before attempting board-breaking.  Injuries from failed 
board breaks can have a greater impact on the developing bone structure of 
adolescents.

Board Hold Incorrect.  
The board is incorrectly held; bent elbows will allow the striking 
power to be absorbed, likely resulting in failure to break the 
board.  When the board does not break and release the energy 
of the strike, the knuckles of the striking hand will endure the 
brunt of the impact, which could easily lead to injury.

Board Hold Correct.  
The board is correctly held with arms extended and hands tightly 
gasping the board so that none of the striking power is absorbed 
and the strike or any debris does not follow through and hit the 
board holder.
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Proper Path of Strike Alignment 
The fist is raised directly above the 
center of the board, aligning the path 
of the strike.

Proper Path of Strike Alignment
When the path of the strike is aligned, the 
strike will be delivered more efficiently, 
allowing a more successful break.  
 



The Board

Note the direction of the grain and location 

of knots; learn to recognize board warping 

and moisture content.  Each factor will 

have an effect on the ease of the board 

break.  The board should be placed at the 

edge of the support platforms to allow 

the board to break through.  Too much 

support can greatly increase the risk of a 

failed break.
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An easy way to practice board-
breaking is by substituting boards 
with pads, this will help the 
breaker practice technique and line 
everything up without risk of injury.  
Next, the student can practice 
with re-breakable boards, which 
come in various levels of resistance.  
Lastly the beginner breaker may 
use a cloth or towel, placed over the 
board, to eliminate the initial shock 
of impact when striking.  After the 
breaker becomes more confident 
and conditioned, they may use real 
wooden boards without any covering 
to further develop their breaking 
technique.  In the realm of breaking, 
there are various paths to further 
the students understanding and 
breaking skills.  The student may 
even pursue breaking heavier and 
more dense objects, such as tiles 
or bricks and even panels of ice or 
the hard shells of coconuts.  Each 
material reacts differently upon 
impact, thus requiring adjustments 
to one�s technique for the most 
efficient break.  Variety in breaking 
will improve one�s ability to use such 
force at a moment�s notice in a real 

life situation.  However, as the saying goes, �Boards don�t hit back.�  Student 
must round out their training with techniques, drills, forms and sparring, as 
each piece contributes to the creation of a true martial artist.  

The most important lesson that breaking teaches is an awareness of one�s 
own strength � that when applied correctly, the student possesses a terrible 
destructive force.  Such strikes to an attacker can fracture or break bones, 
or rupture internal organs.  Because of such serious repercussions, this 
dangerous ability must be used sparingly if at all on a real human opponent.  
It is with this realization that the student will understand the goal of martial 
arts � as a means of protection, not destruction. 

Brian Kuttel is a full-time instructor and program director at Doc-Fai Wong Martial 
Arts Center in San Francisco, CA, which is also the headquarters of the Plum Blossom 
International Federation founded by famed Choy Li Fut Grandmaster Doc-Fai Wong.  
More info at www.PlumBlossom.net
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here is an extensive written 
tradition behind Kung Fu.  
It is an untapped treasure 
for non-Chinese speakers 
because only a small 

portion has been translated.  Beyond 
books and treatises, there are many 
smaller writings, more like essays and 
often in poetic form, which describe 
various principles and philosophies 
within the art.  These writings are 
passed down from master to students 
and collated into various accounts 
across different lineages, so it�s not 
uncommon to find the same ideas 
repeated in different collections.  Some 
are very specific to the style; others are 
more general and can be applied to all 
martial practices.

The short discourse, 8 Strikes, 8 
Forbidden Strikes (ba da, ba bu da 

), was passed down within 
Seven Star Praying Mantis (qixing 
tanglang ).  It outlines 
sixteen vulnerable places on the 

body: eight are prime targets in 
dire situations, the 

remaining 
eight 

are lethal and discouraged for 
use.  Even though the martial arts 
prepare practitioners for life-or-death 
situations, certain techniques were 
considered too vicious, so much so 
that to deploy them was dishonorable.  
Looking at these distinctions today 
provides a window into the mindset of 
masters of the time.

Master He Tao ( ) is a proponent 
of Seven Star Praying Mantis under 
the 5th generation lineage holder, 
Grandmaster Liang Hongzheng (

).  Grandmaster Liang is a collector 
of ancient martial arts tomes and texts, 
some of which are secret transmissions 
for Seven Star Praying Mantis 
practitioner eyes only.  Although 8 
Strikes, 8 Forbidden Strikes comes 
from the Mantis tradition, it is not 
secret.  It is very general, so much 
so that it is applicable to any style 
and may well appear in the literature 
of schools.  It is unclear whether it 
originated from Mantis or another 
style that was integrated into Mantis 
philosophy.  Master He unravels the 
8 Strikes by interpreting them through 
applications extracted from Seven Star 
Praying Mantis forms.   In respect 
of the prohibition espoused by this 
treatise, Master He refrained from 
demonstrating the 8 Forbidden Strikes, 
even though there are a few specific 
attacks within Praying Mantis Kung 
Fu that still target these.

Praying Mantis Kung Fu is renowned 
for its fast hands, able to snatch 
opponent�s punches like a mantis 
catching flies.  A common strategy 
of Mantis is to seize a punch with 
one hand and quickly change it to the 
other hand to confound the opponent�s 
attempts at reprising the attack.  In 
the photos shown here, it appears that 
Master He gets off several moves 
in response the opponent�s single 
punch, however these photo sequences 
are broken down and exaggerated 
for clarity of illustration.  In reality, 
Master He�s parries and ripostes are 
much tighter and combined into one 
quick action.  If presented in real time 
in still photographs, it would be hard 
to explain, so the breakdowns and 
exaggerations are a concession to the 
print medium.

The 8 Strikes
The first allowable target is the eyes 
and eyebrows (Yi da mei tou shuang 
jing ).  This translation 
is clear: mei tou means �eyebrow 
top� and shuang jing means �pair of 

By Gene Ching
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eyeballs.�  The Chinese believe attacks to the eyes hurt 
the blood and nerves.  This causes the opponent to lose 
judgment and vision.  In full-contact combat sports, the 
eyebrow is a prime target.  Boxing and MMA matches have 
been won with a well-placed cut to the eyebrow; the blood 
gets in the eyes.  In contrast, gouging or poking the eyes is 
expressly forbidden in every sport and usually considered 
a dirty fighting tactic on the street.  The fact that such an 
attack is not considered dishonorable in this discourse is 
notable.  Master He demonstrates both a basic eyebrow 
strike and an eye poke that deploys the Mantis technique 
Two Dragons Play with a Pearl (er long xi zhu ).

The second allowable target is an acupuncture point, 
renzhong (literally �man center� ), number 26 on the 
Governing Vessel (Er da chun shang ren zhong 

).  Chun shang means �above lips.�  The anatomical 
name of this spot is the philtrum; this is the vertical groove 
between the base of the nose and the border of the upper 
lip.  Striking this point can cause nerve damage and hurt 
the teeth.  It�s a much finer target than the proximal punch 
to the nose, so striking with a flat fist won�t reach it.  It 
requires a point-striking fist with one knuckle extended, 
such as a drilling fist (zuan quan ).  Paradoxically, 
in both Traditional Chinese Medicine and western first 
aid, this point is stimulated to revive someone who has 
fainted.  But when struck with a pointed blow, it can stun an 
opponent.

The third target is the mandible, what boxers nickname 
�the glass jaw� (San da chuan cong er men 

).  The literal translation of this is �penetrate the bright 
ear gate,� which is ambiguous enough to be misinterpreted 
by the uninitiated, as it�s not the ear at all but right next 
to the ear.  Boxers know the fragility of the lower corner of 
the jaw.  The largest of the three divisions of the trigeminal 
nerve runs through the mandible, so a well-placed strike 
can elicit a knockout and a powerful blow can dislocate the 
jaw.  Additionally, the carotid artery is just behind the jaw 

beneath the ear.  The carotid supplies oxygen to the brain.  
This is the artery to seal in order to choke someone out.  

A strong blow here can also get a knockout.  Praying 
Mantis has a specific attack sequence that 

targets this area called Advance Step, Suffer 
the Needle (dian bu ren zhen ).

Target four is the edge of the shoulder 
blades (Si da bei hou gu feng 

).  The shoulder blade, 
or scapula, is a structurally solid 
bone that is highly resistant to 
fracture.  However, the inner 
and outer edges of the scapula 
are vulnerable to attack.  
Praying Mantis has another 

Striking the Eyes with Two Dragons Play with a Pearl

Striking the renzhong 
with a drilling fist.

The opponent punches with his left fist; 
Master He blocks with his right forearm.

The opponent punches with his left 
fist; Master He blocks by smothering 
the fist downwards.

Master He punches with a drilling fist 
strike to the renzhong point.

A close-up of the renzhong strike.

Master He and his opponent square off.

Master He and his opponent square off.

Master He transfers arm contact to his 
left forearm to distract the opponent.

Master He jabs his opponent’s eyes.

specific attack sequence that 
can target this area called 
White Ape Steals the Peach 
(bai yuan tou tao ).  
This sequence can also be 
used to target other points; 
here it serves as a convenient 
example for this particular 
target.

The fifth target is a point 
under the largest chest 
muscle, the pectoralis major 
(Wu da xie nei fei fu 

).  The pectoralis 
major, coupled with the 
ribs underneath, protect the 
heart.  A well-placed strike 
here can cause difficulty 
breathing and weaken the 
arm.  A Praying Mantis 
attack that targets this area 
is called Carrying Fist, 
Black Tiger Snatches the 
Heart (zai quan he hu tao 
xin ).

The sixth target is 
intriguing because of how 
it is distinct from the fifth 
Forbidden Strike.  This will 
be discussed more in that 
section.  Target six could 
conveniently be translated 
as pubis or crotch (Liu 
da liao yin gao gu

), but that gets 

A close-up of the eye jab.
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tricky when the fifth Forbidden Strike is discussed.  The distinction is that this 
strike targets the pubic region and not the genitals.  Master He adds that such a 
strike can cause a �deadly hurt� but won�t damage internal organs.  The Praying 
Mantis attack for this is Mantis Goes Out from the Cave (tang lang chu dong 

).

Target number seven is the knee (Qi da he xi hu tou ).  The knee 
is a common target for any style because it is so vulnerable.  A solid strike can 
immobilize an opponent.  A powerful strike can dislocate the knee and may cause 
permanent damage.  Master He demonstrates this attack with another Praying 
Mantis strike, Right Low Slant Trample Knee and Close Joint (you xia ce chuai 
xi guan jie ).

The final approved strike is the shin (Ba da po gu qian jin ).  A solid 
strike to the shin can stop an opponent and make it hard for them to stand.  A 
powerful strike can fracture the bone.   For this example, Master He deploys a 
Left Trick, Right Circle Axe Edge Leg (zuo diao you quan gu ren jiao 

).

After listing the 8 Strikes, the essay goes on to say that each target is of 
secondary importance.  Targeting them can cause serious injury, but won�t be 
fatal.  In case of strong competitors, these can be used to win without besmirching 
virtue.  Be careful.

The 8 Forbidden Strikes
The 8 Forbidden Strikes are a little surprising.  Many of these points are common 
targets in traditional Kung Fu styles, including Praying Mantis.  The list claims 
that all of these weak points are fatal, that these are unlucky targets, and that 
human life is of utmost importance.  The first Forbidden Strike is the temples (Yi 
bu da tai yang wei shou ).  The temples are a commonly targeted 
knockout point, and it is surprising here that the eyes are fair target while the 
temples are not.  The second Forbidden Strike is the throat (Er bu da zheng zhong 
suo hou ); this is specific to strikes or grabs, but not necessarily 
for chokes.  Third is the center between the nipples.  This is the breastbone, or 
sternum, which is actually fairly strong; however the xiphoid process is a small 
bony protrusion at the bottom of the sternum and is extolled as a �death blow� 
striking point by many traditional martial arts.  The fourth Forbidden Strike is 
to the flanks and armpit (Si bu da liang le tai ji ).  In the armpit, 
the brachial artery and nerve is vulnerable.  Fifth is the crotch but deeper than 
the sixth �allowable� strike (Wu bu da hai di liao yin ).  The 
literal translation of the last four characters is �sea bottom raise yin,� which led 
some translators to call this the vagina, but that�s incorrect.  More succinctly, 

For readers of Chinese, here is the original 8 Strikes,

8 Forbidden Strikes in Chinese.

Striking the Jaw with Advance 
Step, Suffer the Needle

Master He and his opponent square off.

The opponent punches with his right fist; Master He 
blocks with his right hand.

Twisting his stance, Master He transfers 
his grip on his opponent.

Master He steps in, trapping his opponent’s arm 
under his armpit and jabs to the mandible.

A close-up of the jab to the mandible.
Continued on page 76
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it is likely a reference to the genitals and perineum than pubic area, a fine 
distinction to make in the heat of battle.  The sixth Forbidden Strike is the 
kidneys (Liu bu da liang shen dui xin ); the seventh is the 
tailbone (Qi bu da wei lu feng fu ).  And the eighth and final 
one is a double strike to the ears.  Praying Mantis has a very specific technique 
called Double Peaks Go through Ear (shuang feng guan er ) that is in 
clear violation of this restriction.

When translating 8 Strikes, 8 Forbidden Strikes into English, problems with 
translations of other past writings become evident.  Such writings were 
often full of martial colloquialisms and Kung Fu jargon.  A regular reader 
of Chinese might not be able to translate these clearly or properly because 
some of the terms are akin to martial slang, unique phrasings that only a 
Kung Fu practitioner would understand.  In many instances, an early English 
translation was inaccurate, establishing a precedent that has perpetuated to 
the present.  For example, the term dao ( ) is translated as �broadsword,� 
but in English a broadsword is typically a double-edged sword with a straight 
blade.  Yin, as in yin yang ( ), can mean targets in shadow like the throat, 
armpits or groin.

Today, advances in medicine lessen the impact of some of these strikes, to the 
point that a few of the Forbidden Strikes might even be allowable in an MMA 
bout.  Modern ring doctors and post-fight therapy can patch up fighters 
in many more ways than what was available back in the old days.  This 
discourse also reveals the implicit connection between Chinese martial arts 
and Traditional Chinese Medicine.  Although 8 Strikes, 8 Forbidden Strikes 
is somewhat dated and obscure, it offers a peek into how past generations 
viewed martial arts.  Most importantly, it shows that violence was tempered 
with honor, and there were lines not to be crossed.  In today�s chaotic world, 
these lessons are the most crucial to pass on.

Master He Tao is the headmaster of the USA Wu Chiu Kung Fu Academies, located 
in Fremont (510-226-6813) and Pleasanton (925-225-1218) California.  For more 
information, visit www.wuchikungfu.com.  Master He’s student Ken Quigley served 
as the opponent.
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Striking the Pubis with Mantis Goes Out from the Cave

Striking the Shin with Left Trick, 
Right Circle Axe Edge Leg

Master He and his opponent square off.

Continued from page 74: 8 Strikes, 8 Forbidden Strikes

Master He and his opponent square off.

The opponent punches with his right fist; Master He 
blocks with his right hand.

Master He transfers his grip on his opponent.

Master He strikes his opponent’s shin as well 
as his eyebrow.

The opponent punches with his right fist; 
Master He blocks with his right hand.

Twisting his stance, Master He 
transfers his grip on his opponent.

Master He strikes with the back of 
his mantis claw to the groin.

A close-up of the strike to the groin.
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In 
the domain of martial arts 
there will usually be a 
discussion, in one manner 

or another, no matter what the 
style, about vital energy/breath 
(qi ), its circulation and internal 
power (jin , neili ).  What 
exactly this is, how it is cultivated, 
and how it is generated is entirely 
another question.  Within the Hung 
Style (hung gar/hongjia ) such 
a discussion quite often focuses 
on two taolu (forms ): Tiger 
and Crane (hu he shuang xing/fu 
hok seung ying ) and Iron 
Thread (tie xian quan/tit sin kuen 

).

Tiger and Crane is the signature 
and most famous form of the style 
due to its attribution to Wong 
Fei Hung, its integration of the 
tiger (yang) and the crane (yin) 
styles, and its multiple techniques 
(Kong 1983, 4; Lam 2003, 93).  Iron 
Thread is considered to be the 
most advanced form in the Hung 
tradition because of its strong 
focus on the internal aspects of 
martial arts, its health benefits, the 
gathering, refining and circulation 
of qi, its dynamic tension 
throughout the body, the integration 
of breathing, body movements, the 
production of sounds and various 
body organ systems, and the 12 arm 
bridges (Lam 1957a, Lei Sai Fai (

) preface ( ), 4; Lam 2003, 211).

Taming the 

 

& Internal Power
By Robert Santee, PhD 
Photos by Jenai Kubo and Ian Santee
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The Taming the Tiger Form in the -Shaped Floor 
Pattern (gongzi fu hu quan/gungji fuk fu kuen 

) on the other hand is often looked at as, primarily, 
a foundational set (Lam 2003; Lam 2013, 54-80).  This 
is because it introduces the basic principles of Hung 
style, develops leg and hand strength, and builds 
one�s foundation through the four-level horse stance 
(si ping ma ).  In addition, it contains the basic 
stances, stepping, hands, elbows, feet/kicking, bridges, 
body mechanics, sinking and rising, techniques, and 
applications.  Kong (1983, 4), while clearly noting it is a 
foundational set, points out that unless one is proficient 
and grounded in gungji there will be no real progress in 
learning subsequent forms such as Tiger and Crane, Ten 
Form, and Iron Thread.  Gungji is rarely looked at for 
its gathering, refining and circulation of qi, much less its 
development of internal power (neili ).  When you 
look at the actual three texts attributed to Lam Sai Wing, 
it is quite apparent that this is not the case.

The Three Texts of Lam 
Sai Wing
Lam�s (1956) text, Taming the Tiger Form in the 

-Shaped Floor Pattern (gongzi fu hu quan/gungji 
fuk fu kuen ), was clearly not written for 
the beginner.  It assumes years of training, cultivation, 
refining and understanding in the intricacies and 
dynamics of the form and clearly provides the foundation, 
both physical and mental, for the later Hung forms.  In 
fact, its opening position is focused on proper alignment 
and the gathering, cultivation, refining, and circulation 
of qi (Santee 2016).  The Tiger and Crane (hu he shuang 
xing/fu hok seung ying ) text (Lam 1957) and 
the Iron Thread (tie xian quan/tit sin kuen )
text (Lam 1957a) both assume not only the development 
of the physical foundation in the gungji but also the 
development of the internal power.

As previously noted the first position described in 
the gungji text focuses on natural alignment and the 
gathering, cultivating, refining, and circulating of vital 
energy/breath.  It introduces the concepts and practices 
of intention/focus (yi ) and the purposeful and 
nonjudgmental awareness of the here and now (guan 

) for circulating qi throughout the body.  The fifth 
position introduces the concept and practice of internal 
power.  The sixth position introduces the concept of the 
mysterious or subtle method (miaofa ) and provides a 
direct link to Chan Buddhism which is the fundamental 
religious, philosophical, and spiritual practice of the 
Shaolin Temple.

In the Tiger and Crane text the first position is the 
bow.  There is a brief description of breath being inhaled 
through the lips and held, but no real focus on circulation 
of qi throughout the body.  The commentary to the second 

position essentially repeats the gungji text�s focus, in 
the first position, on proper alignment and the natural 
circulation of qi, with a little bit more clarity than the 
gungji.  The primary focus of the text is on application 
and integration of the Tiger and Crane styles.  It is quite 
clear though that the Tiger and Crane text assumes the 
concepts and practices of yi and guan, and neili found in 
the gungji text.

Iron Thread is the Hung form most readily associated 
with developing internal power.  It more resembles 
a dynamic qigong form than a martial form.  Even 
though Lam Sai Wing taught it to improve the health 
of individuals and did not require a martial background, 
it has evolved to be considered an advanced, if not the 
most advanced, form in the Hung curriculum (Lam, 
2003, 211).  It has a strong focus on coordinating and 
integrating breath, sounds and body movement.  In the 
Iron Thread text the first position, like the Tiger and 
Crane text, is a bow.  The second position clearly links 
back to the practice of proper alignment first noted in the 
gungji text.  It further explains proper alignment, and 

Starting position/stage 1 and 2 called natural alignment.
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The above quote is from the second half of the first 
position in the gungji text.  Unlike natural alignment 
where you just observe the flow of qi, the focus here is to 
move qi throughout the body while your body remains 
stationary.  This is accomplished by focusing (yi) your 
attention/awareness at various points in your body.  
The example given here is to start with your feet.  In 
natural alignment, focus on your feet and simply observe 
nonjudgmentally (guan) what you feel and sense in your 
feet.  It may be a tingling, a warmth, and/or a filling up.  
With practice you will begin to feel the movement of qi 
as a result of your purposeful intention.  The important 
point here is that you must practice on a consistent and 
regular basis and be nonjudgmental.  It is applicable to all 
of the martial styles.

Stage Three
�The method of three (san zhu ) is namely 

a process that trains internal force (neili ). 

This is the Hung school's (Hong men ) 

method of three extensions (san zhan ).�  

�Lam 1956

The above quote is from the fifth position in the gungji 
text and is entitled, �A Horizontal/Sideways Force 
Three Times Concluding with a Finger Thrusting Palm 
(heng po san zhu biao chuan zhang ).  At 
this stage the training of internal power really begins.  
While the feet remain stationary, your intention/focus (yi) 
directs the flow of qi as your palms push to the side, all 
the while remaining nonjudgmental and observing what 
you feel or sense.  Throughout this entire movement your 
yi leads the way.  This process is applicable to all of the 
martial styles.

�Take the position of standing in natural alignment with 
your feet shoulder width apart and your arms hanging 
to your side.  Breathe in and out through your nose three 
times and simply observe, nonjudgmentally (guan), what 
you feel.

�Then, while slowly inhaling through your nose, curl your 
hands into fists and pull them up the sides of your body, 
palms up, until you reach your upper chest.  Pull your 
elbows up and slide your fists under your ears to the back 
of your neck.  You will feel both of your flanks stretch.  
Then while slowly exhaling through your nose, drop your 
elbows to your sides.  You should feel your qi going down 
your legs through your feet and into the ground, allowing 
you to root.  Your hands are level with your shoulders.

�Slowly inhale while bending your hands back and 
extending your index fingers up and your thumbs 
outward.  Your remaining fingers stay curled.  You will 
feel tension in your forearms.  Maintaining the tension, 
rotate your hands outward until your palms face outward 
to the sides.  Then focus your intention (yi) on the 
center of your palms and the tips of your index fingers.  
Begin very slowly exhaling through your nose, and very 
slowly push your palms outward, the tension still being 
maintained, in line with the sides of your shoulders until 
your arms are not quite fully extended.  The top of your 
index fingers are in line with the top of your shoulders 
and your elbow weight is downward.  The completion 
of your exhalation should be coordinated with the 
completion of your hand movements.   During the entire 
process your intention (yi) is on the tips of your index 
fingers and the center of your palms.  The forearm tension 
is always maintained.

Continued from page 80: Taming the Tiger

4. Start of sanzhu position 5. Extension of sanzhu.  Raise up elbows, start of 
sanzhu, extension of sanzhu occurs three times.  

6. Raise elbows up then return once again to start 
of sanzhu position. 
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�Inhale very slowly through your nose and following the 
same pathway, and maintaining the forearm tension, 
very slowly return your hands to your shoulders with your 
intention (yi) focused on your palms and the tip of your 
index fingers.  Repeat two more times, making sure you 
pull your elbows up to stretch your flank each time.

�Upon completion of the third press with your hands at 
your shoulders, pull your elbows up once again.  But this 
time, let your elbows drop down quickly, bringing your 
hands to your hips.   The heels of your hands are touching 
your hips and pushing down.   All of your fingers and 
thumbs are extended outward and to the sides.  As you 
drop your elbows, exhale quickly so your breath and hand 
movements are coordinated.  As soon as the heels of your 
hands touch your hips, they shoot out to the sides at 
shoulder level, palms facing down, as if your fingers are 
penetrating through a wall.

�The final movement in this stage is taking a slow breath 
through your nose, dropping your elbows, bending your 
hands back towards your wrists, so that your fingertips 
face up, are spread open and in line with the top of your 
shoulders, with the thumbs horizontal and facing the 
side.  Exhale slowly.  You will notice the tension in your 
forearms.  Your focus (yi) is on the tips of your fingers.  
Spend a few minutes in this position, slowly inhaling and 
exhaling, then let your hands gently return to the original 
position at your sides.  This process is applicable to all 
styles of martial arts.  Remember, the key is to practice!�

�Four Fingers Support Heaven (si zhi cheng 

tian ). Unsurpassed! Sink the 

elbows.  The finger tips are in line with the 

shoulders.

These are true words:

It cannot be said that the Hung Style is 

without a mysterious and wonderful method 

(miaofa ). Iron Arms, the Chan Buddhist 

Master (chanshi ), once said, �If you wish 

to use the power of the finger tips you must 

practice the method of Four Fingers uphold 

Heaven.��  �Lam 1956, 6th Position
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CHOLLYWOOD RISING

By Gene Ching

hen this Chollywood Rising column was first launched in 
2010, China had just become the 2nd largest economy in the 
world.  That shift was reflected in China�s burgeoning film 

market which we�ve covered here every other month since.  Back then, 
industry observers predicted that if this growth trend continued, China�s 
box office would exceed Hollywood�s in a decade or so.  But now, after 
lucrative gains last February, market analysts are saying that the China 
movie market might outpace the U.S. as early as next year.  Of course, 
February was Chinese New Year, a time when Chinese rush to the 
movies.  There�s a lull in Hollywood then too, as all eyes turn to the 
Oscars.  Nevertheless, it vindicates our Chollywood column as we�ve 
been anticipating this shift here for over half a decade.

The Big Screen
Sammo Hung�s return to the screen and the director�s chair, The 
Bodyguard ( ), dethroned Batman v Superman: Dawn of 
Justice in China in the first weekend of April.  The film co-stars Andy Lau 
and features cameos from veteran Chinese film stars like Tsui Hark, Karl 
Maka, Dean Shek, Eddie Peng and Sammo�s childhood Kung Fu siblings, 
the Seven Little Fortunes, Yuen Biao, Yuen Wah, Yuen Qiu, Yuen Ting, 
and Yuen Po.  Reviews have been mixed, but it earned Sammo the guest 
of honor seat at the 18th Far East Festival in Udine, Italy.  No word on 
a U.S. release yet.  Next Sammo is set to choreograph the next Benny 

Chan-directed film, Call of 
Heroes ( ).  Starring Louis 
Koo, Eddie Peng, and Wushu 
champion Wu Jing, Call of 
Heroes is about villagers fighting 
off a warlord in 1914.

A teaser trailer for Rogue One: 
A Star Wars Story dropped in 
early April featuring Donnie Yen 
wielding a staff and owning some 
Stormtroopers.  He appears to be 
using the staff like a blind man�s 
cane, which has fans wondering if 
Yen�s role will be the archetypal 
blind master stereotype.  Also 
featured in the teaser is Chinese 
A-lister Jiang Wen.  It�s a clear 
play for Star Wars to penetrate 
the bamboo curtain where the 
franchise has underachieved at 

the box office, partly due to China�s 
unfamiliarity with it, as the previous 
films were not officially released in 
China.

Tiger Shroff�s new film Baaghi is 
another attempt at a Bollywood martial 
arts film.  The film premiered just as 
this column went to press.  Following in 
the footsteps of Akshay Kumar, Shroff 
is a leading action star who claims an 
extensive martial background.  He 
grabbed some Indian tabloid headlines 
with a publicity stunt claiming that 
Kung Fu originated in India, based on 
the apocryphal Bodhidharma myth.  
Coincidentally, Jackie Chan was still in 
India working on Kung Fu Yoga.   Some 
tabloids reported that Jackie was upset 
by Tiger�s comment, but at this writing 
it is unclear if Jackie even took notice.

Both Marvel and DC have Katana-
wielding villainesses in their 2016 
tent-pole releases.  Marvel�s X-Men: 
Apocalypse stars Olivia Munn as 
Psylocke (a.k.a. Betsy Braddock) and 
premiered May 27 just before this 
issue hit the newsstands.  Munn 
was lambasted for claiming to do her 
own stunts on this film after photos 
appeared of her with her stuntperson.  
DC�s Suicide Squad features martial 
arts champion Karen Fukuhara as 
Katana (a.k.a. Tatsu Yamashiro) and 
premieres on August 5.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Out of 
the Shadows premieres June 3, just after 
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this issue hits newsstands.  The sequel to the 2014 reboot 
is mostly CGI; nevertheless, veteran fight choreographer 
John Valera is the fight coordinator and numerous stunt 
people are credited as fight doubles for the live action 
actors.  Also in the tradition of Saturday-morning-
cartoon-film-reboots, a new Power Rangers movie began 
production at the end of February, and cast Elizabeth 
Banks as the over-the-top villainess Rita Repulsa.  This 
is set to premiere March 24, 2017.  While on the subject of 
kid-friendly martial arts films, the stop-motion wizards 
at Laika will premiere Kubo and the Two Strings this 
August, another lushly animated film in the tradition of 
their previous works Coraline (2009) and Boxtrolls (2014).  
Kubo and the Two Strings is set in ancient Japan where 
Kubo embarks on a fantastic quest to retrieve his father�s 
samurai armor.

Kickboxer: Vengeance is slated for release this 
September.  This reboot of the �80s classic stars 
newcomer Alain Moussi in the lead role of Kurt Sloane, 
backed by Dave Bautista, Gina Carano, Georges St-
Pierre, as well as the original Kurt Sloane, Jean-Claude 
Van Damme.  Expect a limited theatrical and video-on-
demand release soon.  Another likely direct-to-DVD 
film is Scott Adkin�s The Returner, a prohibition-era 
vengeance-from-beyond-the-grave small-budget indie 
that just began production.  Adkins just had a supporting 
role in Criminal starring Kevin Costner and Ryan 
Reynolds.  He also has two sequels lined up for 2016: 
Boyka: Undisputed and Hard Target 2, along with 
Doctor Strange.  Doctor Strange joined the live-action 

version of Ghost in the Shell in getting criticized for 
whitewashing; both films cast Caucasian actresses in 
what were Asian roles in the originals.  For Strange, it is 
Tilda Swinton as the Himalayan �Ancient One� in the 
Marvel comic.  For Ghost, it is Scarlett Johansson as the 
anime cyborg Major Motoko Kusanagi.  Doctor Strange 
premieres November 4; Ghost in the Shell premieres 
April 14, 2017.

Back in China, Jet Li is starring in a new Chinese-
Canadian co-production titled League of Gods.  This 
comes after he was replaced by Donnie Yen in xXx: The 
Return of Xander Cage.  Titled Feng Shen Bang 
( ) in Chinese, League of Gods is based on a 
famous 16th century fantasy novel and boasts a cast 
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This is a premium 
sword – a REAL 

weapon!  The blade is made 
of pattern-welded Damascus 

steel, a traditional sword making 
process where layer upon layer is hand 

forged into the blade.  The core of the blade 
is flexible and able to withstand the rigors 
of combat while the edge is hard to keep 

a razor-sharp edge.  Damascus steel has a 
beautiful patterned appearance which looks like wood grain or 

rippled water patterns. It is highly sought after by sword and knife 
collectors.  

Modelled after ancient bronze swords, the Qingtong Sword has a flattened-
diamond cross-section blade with double hollow-ground fullers, and solid 

brass fittings, tooled not cast.  
The scabbard and handle 
are of exotic ebony wood.  

Comes with an embroidered 
silk presentation case.  THIS 

BLADE IS SHARP.

Limted Offer:

$39900

Item #: 45S-56 “Limited Supply at this Price!” 

Order Now!

Comes with an 

embroidered silk 

presentation case
1-800-824-2433

15%
OFF
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that includes Chinese A-listers 
Tony Leung, Louis Koo and Fan 
Bingbing.

Home 
Entertainment (the 
smaller screen)
After much ado about Netflix 
simultaneously releasing Crouching 
Tiger, Hidden Dragon: Sword of 
Destiny on the same day as theaters 
(and the subsequent boycott by major 
theater chains), the sequel flopped.  
Reviews were extremely dismissive 
and the box office results were so 
poor that records were expunged 
from the internet.  The film did 
make over $30 million in China, but 
hardly noticed in the United States.  
Directed by master choreographer 
Yuen Woo Ping, the film was 

no match for its Oscar-winning 
predecessor directed by Ang Lee.  
Yuen Woo Ping�s next film is to be 
Hand Over Fist, a comedy about 
a 600-year-long feud between rival 
Kung Fu masters that spills over 
into modern-day Hong Kong.  Woo 
Ping is also working on a remake of 
Miracle Fighters (1982 ).  
Tsui Hark is writing the script and, 
like the new Ghostbusters reboot, 
the lead roles are being recast for 
actresses, specifically Kris Wu, Ni 
Ni and Zhou Dongyu.

A Rush Hour TV series debuted on 
CBS at the end of March.  Starring 
John Foo in Jackie Chan�s former 
role and Justin Hires in Chris 
Tucker�s, the TV version of the 
film franchise received mediocre 
reviews and showed lackluster 
fight choreography.  Foo has a solid 
background in Wushu and has been 
doing stuntwork in movies for over 

a decade.  He is capable 
of delivering better action 
sequences, and the show 
will have to allow him to 
do so if the show is to be 
renewed.

In contrast, the two series 
featured on Kung Fu 
Tai Chi covers both got 
renewed.  Netflix�s Marco 
Polo: Season 2 premieres 
on July 1.  Season 1 was 
the cover story of our 
January+February 2015 
issue.  Last December, 
right after Christmas, 
Netflix released a single 

segue episode focusing on Hundred 
Eyes and featuring a cameo by 
Michelle Yeoh.  In an unprecedented 
move, Netflix will stream this in 
4K HDR, but at this writing only 
Sony Android 4K TVs can show it 
this way.  Netflix plans to  stream 
another flagship show in 4K HDR 
next, the martially-heavy Marvel 
series Daredevil.  AMC�s Into the 
Badlands was renewed for Season 
2.  Season 1 was the cover story of 
our January+February 2016 issue.  
Season 2 brings another 10 episodes, 
slated to premiere in 2017.

The eagerly anticipated Iron Fist, 
next in the line of Marvel�s Netflix 
series, has cast two Game of 
Thrones actors: Finn Jones as Danny 
Rand and Jessica Henwick as 
Colleen Wing.  Both characters are 
martial arts experts but neither actor 
has an extensive martial background, 
although Henwick had some Wushu 
training for the 2010 BBC children�s 
series Spirit Warriors.  The premiere 
date is pending.

Rumor of a self-deprecating comedy 
TV show starring Jean-Claude Van 
Damme emerged.  Jean-Claude 
Van Johnson casts JCVD as a 
caricature of himself who also is a 
black ops secret agent.  Allegedly in 
the works since 2014, the pilot is in 
development for Amazon.

To keep up with the latest martial arts 
films, read reviews and discuss, visit our 
KungFuMagazine.com Martial-Media-
and-Popular-Culture forum.
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  DESCRIPTION OF ITEM SIZE COLOR    PRICE EACH   QUANTITY TOTAL
 PRODUCT

 NUMBER 

ORDERED BY:  Please print clearly

Name:  

Street:  

Apt. #  e-mail 

City: State:                         

Zip: Country:

METHOD OF PAYMENT : 1. Credit Card     (Please Print Clearly)              
 

    (              )

 Card Holder�s Name:  Telephone #     

 Billing Address

                         /

 Credit Card #            Expiration Date

    (                   )

 Issuing Bank   Bank�s Phone Number

SIGNATURE :     

 

CREDIT CARD ORDERS: SIGNATURE (SAME AS CARD HOLDER) 

EXPIRATION DATE & BILLING ADDRESS MANDATORY

Use this form to mail your order or prepare your phone order 
(before calling) for all  MartialArtsMart.com

SIGNATURE

PLEASE SIGN WHEN ORDERING WEAPONS. I  HAVE CHECKED MY  LOCAL LAWS. I TESTIFY THAT 

I AM OVER  18 YEARS OLD:  I  ALSO RELEASE MARTIALARTSMART FROM ANY LIABILITY. 

WHAT WOULD YOU PREFER US TO DO FOR

YOU IF THE ITEM YOU ORDER IS OUT OF STOCK?

PLEASE CHECK ONE:

SUBSTITUTE
Closest Exact Substitute

BACK ORDER
Deliver ASAP

REFUND MONEY
Please allow 2-4 weeks

MERCHANDISE 

TOTAL

CA Residents ADD

Sales Tax

ORDER TOTAL

SUBTOTAL

Credit or

other Deduction

S & H  charge
based on

merchandise Total

  PHONE: (Home) (              )  ______________________          (Work) (                )  ______________________

2.  Make checks payable to: 
    MARTIALARTSMART

SHIP TO:  Please print clearly

Name:  

Street:  

 Apt. #            

City:                                                    State:   

Zip: Country:

CHECK ONE:

 Personal Check*

        Personal checks are held for 10-14 business days

 Money Order/Cashier�s Check*

 International Money Order *

* U. S. Funds only

 New Customer  Previous Customer

CHECK ONE:

 VISA

 Mastercard

 American Express

 Discover Card

STORE CREDIT
Apply to future order

1 OR 2 DAY DELIVERY, PLEASE CALL

1-800-824-2433 FOR QUOTATION

International Call: 865-686-4862

USA S & H  

 

$8.00 

$9.00 

$11.00 

$13.00 

$17.00 

$25.00 

$35.00 

$48.00 

$60.00 

$75.00 

$90.00

Hawaii, Alaska &

U. S. Territories S & H

$16.00 

$17.00 

$19.00 

$21.00 

$25.00 

$30.00 

$40.00 

$53.00 

$65.00 

$80.00 

$95.00

ORDER SUBTOTAL 

  

Up to $30.00  

$30.01-$60.00 

$60.01-$100.00 

$100.01-$150.00 

$150.01-$200.00 

$200.01-$300.00 

$300.01-$450.00 

$450.00-$600.00 

$600.01-$800.00 

$800.01-$1000.00 

$1000.0 & UP

CANADA & 

MEXICO S & H 

$35.00  

$42.00  

$50.00  

$60.00  

$82.00  

$105.00  

$140.00  

$170.00  

$190.00  

$210.00

**ALL INTERNATIONAL ORDERS ARE SHIPPED VIA FEDEX EXPRESS. ALL DUTIES 

AND TAXES ARE THE SOLE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CUSTOMER**

5613 N. Broadway, Knoxville, TN 37918

Credit Card Orders Call:1-800-824-2433

Up to $60.00 

$60.01-$100.00 

$100.01-$150.00 

$150.01-$200.00 

$200.01-$300.00 

$300.01-$450.00 

$450.00-$600.00 

$600.01-$800.00 

$800.01-$1000.00 

$1000.0 & UP

OTHER 

COUNTRIES S&H 

$42.00  

$50.00  

$65.00  

$85.00  

$110.00  

$142.00  

$186.00  

$240.00  

$265.00  

$310.00
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Please read this page before ordering!

1. Toll Free Credit Card Ordering: 1-800-824-2433 
 Using our order form to plan your phone order is convenient!
 Call Monday�Friday 9:00 AM�6:00 PM Eastern Time. 
 Mastercard, Visa, American Express or Discover are accepted.
 International Call: 865-686-4862
 Sorry!  No C.O.D.
  
2. Fax your Credit Card Order:  865-686-4881
 
3. Mail Order      
 Just mail the order form, money order or cashier�s/personal
 check with the correct amount.    Send to:  MartialArtsMart

                  5613 N. Broadway

                 Knoxville, TN  37918

4.  e-mail Your Order: orders@MartialArtsMart.com

5.   Our Online Store: www.MartialArtsMart.com
    Use our secure electronic shopping cart.
 
GUARANTEE

 please see Returns/Exchanges/Repairs below. 

CUSTOMER SERVICE
1. Delivery/Ship-A-Gift
 We will ship your order out the same day if payment is made upon 
 receiving a money order or by Credit Card before 2:00 PM Eastern Time.    
 Personal Checks have to be held for 10-14 working days before shipping.   
 Normal   methods of shipping are UPS ground service and 

 sent gift-wrapped.   
 Need it fast?  Please ask our sales person to review the quick delivery    
 options that are available. 
                                                                                                                             
2. Out of Stock/Back Orders
 We will notify you if your request is currently out of stock. In most
 cases , back orders should be received within 3�4 weeks.

3. Returns/Exchanges/Repairs:
  �Please have your Invoice No. and/or customer No. ready and call us 
 to get a RETURN AUTHORIZATION NO. within 7 days of receipt. 
 Unautho rized returns will be rejected without liability.
 �Unless it is proven to be a manufacturer�s defect, improperly 
 used merchandise will not be accepted for refund or exchange.
 �We  will repair or replace manufacturer�s defective merchandise at
 no charge.
 �Videos and books can be only exchanged for the same title if 
 defective from the manufacturer.  
 
Shipping INFORMATION
 �Please check the price chart on the order form for the correct 
 S & H cost   to include it in your purchase order.
 �Weapons Shipping:  Long weapon shipping is extra.  Please call for
 details. Weapons over 42� can not be shipped outside of the United 
 States by International Airmail. They may be sent by UPS.    
Please Call for details.
 �When a parcel with broken pieces is received, please keep wrapping/
 package   intact and immediately call us for the correct procedure to issue   
 a claim against a carrier. 
  
Attention!   Weapons  Buyers . . .
 You must check Federal, State and Local laws because weapons may be   
 illegal in your area. MartialArtsMart.com Products will not sell weapons to 
 minors and dis claims all liability from the sale and use of products in
 this catalog/issue. 

California Retail Sales Tax
 All items listed in this catalog/issue which are shipped to CA  are 
 subject to sales tax. We will accept  an exemption from sales tax on 

 to change and tied   to Alameda County sales tax rates. 

FIVE EASY WAYS TO ORDER SIZE CHART

NINJA  KEIKOG  HAKAMA   SILK K/F  TRAD. K/F   HVY WT.   LT. WT.   WEIGHT     HEIGHT

       0000 35LBS. 3�0�

        000 50 LBS. 4�0�

   00 XXS   XS  00  00 65 LBS.  4�4�

   0 XS      0    0    0 80 LBS.  4�6�

   1      S   1    1    1 95 LBS. 4�9�

   2  S      2    2    2 115 LBS. 5�2�

   3   24  M   3    3    3 125 LBS. 5�5�

   4  M L 26    4    4    4 150 LBS.  5�7�

   5  L    L   5    5    5 175 LBS. 5�9�

   6  XL XL  28   6    6    6 195 LBS. 6�0�

   7   30 XL   7    7    7 225 LBS.  6�2�

          8 260 LBS. 6�5�

DOUBLE WEAVE   MED. WT. UNF.      WEIGHT        HEIGHT  

    JUDO GI

 000 45 LBS. 3�5�

  00 60 LBS. 4�0�

0   0 80 LBS. 4�5�

1   1 100 LBS. 4�8�

2   2 120 LBS. 5�2�

3   3 140 LBS. 5�6�

4   4 175 LBS. 5�9�

5   5 185 LBS. 6�0�

6   6 200 LBS. 6�4�

   7 201+LBS. 

SPARMASTER KICKS

 SIZE       CHILDREN    MEN    WOMEN

CH06 6

CH08 8  5

CH10 10  7

   07  7 9

   09  9 11

   11      11 13

   13  13 

 KUNGFU 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

  12 13 13H  1  1H   2 2H  3 4

            5 5H  6  7  8 8H  9 10 10H 11 12 12H 13

            6 6H  7  8H 9H 10  11 11H 12 12H 13

  H= Half Size

KUNGFU SHOES

MEN�S
AMERICAN

WOMEN�S
AMERICAN

TC 2000 KICKS

SIZE       CHILDREN   MEN    WOMEN

PeeWee        3-6 

CHS        7-10 

CHM       11-13 

CHL        1-4

   S  5-6 5-7

   M  7-8 8-10

   L  9-10 11-12

  XL    11   13

XXL  12-13 

STRAW ZORRIES

SIZE XS S M L XL

 5 7 9 11

 6½ 8½ 10½ 12½ 

MEN�S

SHOES

WOMEN�S

SHOES

SIZE BRA SIZE

   T UP TO 34A

   A 34B & UP

A DIVISION OF

CUP & SUPPORTER

WAIST 18� - 23� 23� - 26� 26� - 32� 32� - 36� 37� - 42�

SIZE   CHS    CHL        S       M        L

CHILDREN

SINGLE 
WEAVE JUDO

Order Toll Free  1-800-824-2433 





For the most up-to-date listings, 
visit our online interactive calendar at KungFuMagazine.com
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To get listed in our NEWS section, go to our official web-

site at www.KungFuMagazine.com and click �Calendar� to 

register.  Online listings are edited for content. Events are 

transferred to our print magazine if posted before deadline 

(up to 3 months in advance).  If you cannot access the web, 

send your event information to: 

Kung Fu Tai Chi Magazine, 40748 Encyclopedia Circle, 

Fremont, CA 94538 or FAX 510-656-8844 ATTN: Gene.  

This is a public service to the Martial Arts Community.  The 

publishers expressly disclaim any and all liability relating to these 

events.

For more on Tiger Claw Sponsored Events, 

                go to

2016-07-16
8th ITKFA 

Chinese Martial Arts Championship

TIGER CLAW SPONSORED EVENT 
Contact: Tomizaki�s Champions Kung Fu Institute 925-671-7100
4475-K Treat Blvd., Concord, CA 94521
info@championskungfu.com - http://itkfamartialartschampionship.com

2016-07-23 (2 Days)
2016 Legends of Kungfu Championship

Held in DFW Hilton Lakes - Executive Conference Center, Dallas, Texas. In con-
junction with the World Chin Woo Martial Arts Championship & Cultural Festival.
Contact: Jimmy Wong 214-878-4598
899 E. Arapaho Rd., Richardson, TX 75081
legendsofkungfu@gmail.com - www.legendsofkungfu.com

2016-07-31
The 5th Annual 

Lightning Tai Chi Championship

Held at South Pasadena Middle School Gymnasium, 1500 Fair Oaks Ave., South 
Pasadena, CA 
Contact: Lightning Tai Chi 909-680-2400
407 W Imperial Hwy, Suite H #215, Brea, CA 92821
Jeu.Hsing@Yahoo.com - http://lightning-taichi.org

2016-08-06
Napa Valley Jr Karate Tournament

Held at American Canyon High School, 3000 Newell Dricve, American Canyon, CA. 
TIGER CLAW SPONSORED EVENT 
Contact: JCMA Admin@jcmaandaffiliates.com - www.jcmaandaffiliates.com

2016-08-20
The Battle of the Dojo�s

Held at the Hanford Civic Auditorium, Hanford CA 
TIGER CLAW SPONSORED EVENT

Contact: Steve Day 559-309-3509 103 S Douty St, Hanford, CA 93230
senseiday@yahoo.com 
www.facebook.com/DaysKarateSchool?rf=159277920752237

2016-08-27 (2 Days)
California Open Martial Arts Tournament

California Open Championships held at San Jose Convention Center, San Jose, CA 
TIGER CLAW SPONSORED EVENT 
Contact: Steve Cooper 714-889-9431
7071 Warner Ave Suite 338, Huntington Beach, CA, 92647
caliopen@smaausa.com 
http://smaausa.com/california-open-martial-arts-tournament

2016-09-09
Silicon Valley 

Open Tae Kwon Do Championship

Held at Independence High School, 1776 Educational Park Drive, San Jose, CA 
TIGER CLAW SPONSORED EVENT 
Contact: Grandmaster Hyun K. Choi 408-238-1666
3248-B South White Rd., San Jose, CA 95148
masterhyunchoi@yahoo.com - www.siliconvalleyopen.com

2016-11-25 (3 Days)
The Gathering of Grand Masters

In celebration of 50 years of Barbados Independence, we would like to bring 
the beauty of Chinese Martial Arts to the majestic island of Barbados! 
Contact: Grandmaster Shu Wai Chung
Bridgetown, Saint Michael, Barbados
thegatheringofgrandmasters@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/thegatheringofgrandmasters

2016-07-14 (4 Days)
Become a Certified Clear�s Silat Instructor

Receive hands on training from Sigung Richard Clear. 
Contact: Roland 865-379-9997 3932 Morganton Rd, Maryville, TN 37801
roland@clearsilat.com - www.clearsilat.com/clear-defense-workshop

2016-07-31 (15 Days)
International Martial Arts Training Camp 

Beijing, China

10 days of training, 8 hours a day, 2 free days to explore BEIJING! Meet inter-
national friends of traditional Chinese Martial Arts. 
Contact: Stephen Cottrell Authentic Kung Fu, Inc. 817-244-2347
2701 Race St., Fort Worth, TX 76111
authentickungfu@gmail.com - www.zhenwucamp.com

2016-08-24 (5 Days)
Clear�s Internal Push Hands Instructor 

Training and Certification Camp

5 Days of LIVE In-Depth Training in Qi Development and Internal Skill. 
Contact: Roland 865-379-9997 3932 Morganton Rd, Maryville, TN 37801
roland@clearsilat.com - www.clearsilat.com/clear-defense-workshop
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Chrome plate with Scabbard
22� - 32�

45-66CWU
$35.99 - $39.79

Available in 28�, 30�, 32� Available in 22� -  32�

Spring Steel:
45-66SP $82.99

Spring Steel:
45-62SP $92.99

 Ultralight Wushu Broadsword Single Broadsword Stainless Steel Kung Fu Broadsword

 Ultralight Wushu Twin Broadsword 9 Ring Broadsword

Wushu Competition 
Straight Sword
Available in 27� - 35�

Traditional Twin Straight Sword

Wushu Straight Sword

Sturdy Collapsible Sword

Tiger Claw Sword Case

Stainless Steel Straight Sword

Twin Wushu Straight Sword

Wushu Competition 
Tai Chi Sword

Available in 27� - 35�

Wooden Broadsword

Chrome plated

with Scabbard

26� - 30�

 45-67CWU   
$49.99 - $53.29

Comes with a wood 
scabbard and a 

nylon carrying case.

45-66SS  $69.99

(28�) 40-04S

(33�) 40-04

$21.49

45-56SM  $69.95

Spring Steel
45-37SP  $108.00

Available in 28� & 30�45-56TC  $79.95

45-56CWU
$35.99 - $39.79

45-57CWU
$43.99 - $47.99

45-56SS
$67.99 - $71.79

Available in 20"- 32"

Available in 24 - 30"

Available in 22 - 32"Stainless Steel
w/ padded vinyl 

case (28�)  

45-52   $46.99

Carrying case included

Constructed from sturdy black nylon, the 
Tiger Claw Sword Case has dual pockets and 
Velcro elastic straps to secure your weapons, 
plus a padded separator to keep them from 
banging into each other. External zippered 
pockets; elastic web pocket, and a clear 
luggage tag holder. Size: 42” x 5” x 2.75”

45-99  $27.99

Wushu Steel:
45-62WU $59.99



FEATURED WEAPON

T
his beautiful matched pair of Melon Hammers display 
the elegant craftsmanship of Qing Dynasty weapon 
makers.  Melon Hammers are unusual mace weapons, 

unique to the Chinese arsenal. European maces are usually flanged 
or spiked, not round like a melon. The closest cold arm from another 

culture is the Indian gada. The gada has a very similar design but are 
usually much larger and more ornate. The gada is the weapon of India’s 

Monkey King Hanuman, along with a few other legendary deities and warriors, 
so it has a holy quality to it. Accordingly, it is used as a ceremonial scepter for 

India’s top wrestling champions. The gada can be wielded as a single weapon or in 
pairs. Still practiced in some Indian martial arts, it is also used as a weighted training 

tool to build grip, arm and shoulder strength. The Chinese Melon Hammers are classically a 
paired weapon like Butterfly Knives, Tiger Hooks, Deer Antler Knives, and so many other exotic 

Chinese arms. A few Kung Fu styles still practice with Melon Hammers but that is rare nowadays. 
Most modern examples of Melon Hammers have hollow chromed melon heads. Authentic weapons 

have solid melon heads.

This pair of Melon Hammers has a brassy segmented melon head, dragon-like cast guard and round 
pommel, with a steely shaft. While they are clearly a matched pair, one hammer has a pitted shaft and the 
other is missing a fleur where the shaft meets the melon head. The handles are wrapped with a greenish 
polished ray or shark skin. It appears that these pieces have had some restoration, and the restorers have 
done an excellent job of preserving both pieces.  

From the private collection of Arthur Chin.  
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A whopping 7 lb. sword with a 31� solid combat steel blade - 2.5� x 0.5� at forte! - thick 
enough to punch through a car door like a hot knife through butter! Awesome Demon-face 
guard of cast brass with a beautiful pearwood scabbard, this sword is sure to impress 
every warrior who hefts it! 

The Dragon Longevity and Fortune Sword is a heavy weapon has a solid forged-steel flattened-
diamond shaped blade, etched with the Chinese characters for �Longevity� and �Fortune�. 
The handle and scabbard fittings are pierced, bearing detailed dragon images. The scabbard 
is made from rich dark- grained hardwood. This beautiful sword is perfect for strong 
practitioners or for displaying at your home, office or studio for good Feng Shui. 30� 
blade, 40� overall, weight (sword alone): over 2.5 lb (note that there might be slight 
variations as each sword is handcrafted).

Pearwood Spring and 
Autumn Sword

Protect the Family 
Precious Sword

Dragon Fast Sword

Qingtong Sword

Dragon Longevity 
and Fortune Sword

45S-50 $262.95

45S-53 $147.95

45-58CS $279.00

45S-52 $149.49

45-72CS 
$159.99

King Yue 
Sword

Northern 
Shaolim 

Master Kisu

Long Quan Straight Sword

Spring Steel:
45-36SP $82.99

45S-56 $450.00

Total length: 29.5 inch, blade length: 22.5 inch. 

Total weight: 3.9 lbs, sword weights: 2.5 lbs

The blade is made of Damascus 

steel (AKA pattern-welded steel).

All Brass Dragon Well Forge 
Straight Sword

45-71CS $159.99

Demon 
Shangfang 

Bao Jian 
Sword

45-54 $169.99

Emperor�s Sword

45-53 $199.99



Kung Fu Tai Chi is distributed by the following fine locations

 Become a Kung Fu Tai Chi distributor & get your school listed here.  Call Joan Chien at 1-800-628-6552 

MARYLAND ---------------

U.S. Wushu Academy
701 Russell Ave.
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Christopher Pei
301-869-7519
www.uswushuacademy.com

Flying Dragon
10730 Connecticut Ave. 
Kensington, MD 20895
Tai Yim
301-946-0462

Chen Pan Ling 
World Family
Maryland Chapter
5831 Buckeystown Pike
Evergreen Plaza
Frederick MD 21701
Sifu John Scott
240-675-1718
www.scottacademykungfu.
com

MASSACHUSETTS -------

Mark Warner's 
Professional 
Martial Arts
43 Market St
Ipswich, MA 01938
Mark E. Warner
978-356-9800
www.markwarnerpma.com

Wu Dao Kung Fu & 
Tai Chi
675 Concord Ave. 
Cambridge, MA 02138
Tim Hartmann
617-812-2180

MISSOURI -----------------

Wu Hsing Chuan 5 
Animal Academy
6740 Olive Blvd.
University City, MO 63130
Sifu Larry Adams
314-721-6003

Shaolin Lohan Pai
8348 Olive Blvd. Suite C
St. Louis, MO 63132
314-432-4218
www.shaolinkungfu.org

Midwest Chinese 
Martial Arts Center HQ
8201 Wornall Road,
Kansas City, MO 64114
Sifu Scott Winokur
816-444-4777
www.kungfukc.com

NEVADA --------------------

Warrior Spirit 
Martial Arts Academy
8974 Slippery Rock Way
Las Vegas, NV 89123
Robert L. Jones
702-260-4552
www.wsmaa.com

NEW JERSEY --------------

Yee�s Hung Ga Kung Fu 
Academy
68 Union Ave., Clifton, NJ 07011
Pedro Cepero Yee
973-772-8988
www.yeeshungga.com 

Tibetan Lama Dragon 
Crane
13-A Basswood Plaza
Monroe Township, NJ 08831
Sifu Green
973-714-2748

NEW MEXICO ------------

Mountain Path Kung Fu 
and Tai Chi Academy
7717 Roberts St. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
Sifu Rob Bibeau
505-681-5603
www.shenabq.com

NEW YORK ----------------

Goodland Trading, Inc.
823 6th Ave. 
New York, NY 10001
Alex
212-643-8216 

International Xin Wu Men 
Martial Arts Association

New York, NY 10003
Long Fei Yang
917-577-5158
www.xinwumen.org

City Wingtsun
1024 Sixth Ave. 4 FL
New York, NY, 10018
Sifu Alex Richter
212-354-9188

Yee's Hung Ga Kung Fu 
Academy
366 7th Ave. 
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Sifu Peter Berman
718-768-7762

Sitan Tai Chi & Martial 
Arts / America Taiji 
Health Qigong
227 Michael Drive
Syosset, NY 11791
Lynn Lin
516-677-1798
www.sitantaichi.com

NORTH CAROLINA -----

Hung Gar Kung Fu 
Academy
Rt. 21 North, 
Mooresville, NC 28115   
Rick Panico
704-663-6305

David Chin�s Hop Gar 
and Tai Chi Center
2444 Dunn Rd.
Fayetteville, NC 28301
Sifu David Chin
910-485-0039 

OHIO -----------------------

Ving Tsun Museum 
5715 Brandt Pike 
Dayton, OH 45424
Benny Meng
937-236-6485
www.vtmuseum.org

OKLAHOMA --------------

Academy Of Self 
Defense, Siu Lum Pai 
Gungfu
2603-D S. Memorial Dr., 
Tulsa, OK 74129
Ray Hildreth
918-664-8202

PENNSYLVANIA ----------

Academy of Ving Tsun 
Kung Fu
424 3rd Ave 
New Brighton, PA 15066
Dale Steigerwald
724-847-3300
www.academyvingtsun.com

PENNSYLVANIA 
(continued)-----------------

Academy of Ving Tsun 
Kung Fu
424 3rd Ave 
New Brighton, PA 15066
Dale Steigerwald
724-847-3300
www.academyvingtsun.com

Philadelphia Wing 
Chun Kung Fu
117 North 10th St. Suite #4
Philadephia, PA 19107
Art E. Eng
215-351-6227
www.philadelphiawingchun.com

RHODE ISLAND ----------

Way Of The Dragon 
877 Waterman Ave.  
E.Providence, RI 02914
Wen-Ching Wu
401-435-6502

SOUTH CAROLINA -----

Shaolin Kung Fu 
Studios
196 Stonebridge Drive
Myrtle Beach, SC 29588
Shifu Fred Christie
843-597-5634
www.kungfu-sc.com

TEXAS ----------------------

USA Chin Woo Federation
899 East Arapaho Road 
Richardson TX 75081
Jimmy K. Wong
972-680-7888
www.chinwoo.com

International Shaolin 
Wushu Center
6515 Corporate Drive #L2
Houston, TX 77036
Shifu Shi Xingying
713-272-0276
www.internationalshaolin.com

The Kung Fu School
8811 Emmott Rd. Ste 1600
Houston, TX 77040
Sifu Houston Fuqua
713-474-6660
www.thekfschool.com

USA Kung Fu Academy
4327 South First St.  Suite 104D
Austin, TX 78745
Jeff Hughes
512-707-8977
www.usakfa.com

Shaolin Wushu Kung Fu
1721 Saulkleinfeld Dr. Ste H
El Paso, TX 79936
Jaime Perez
915-820-8192
www.shaolinwushukungfu.
com

VIRGINIA -------------------

Jow Ga Shaolin Institute
600-D Carlisle Dr.
Herndon, VA 20170
Lee/Momenan
703-742-7800
www.jowgashaolin.com

First Defense Martial Arts 
Center
291 Sunset Park Dr.
Herndon, VA 20170
Nick Masi
703-835-9054

COLORADO --------------

U.S. Wudang Tai Chi 
Kung Fu Academy
2601 S. Lemay Ave. #7233
Fort Collins, CO 80525
Yun Xiang Tseng
970-221-3130
www.wudangtao.com

Bob Cook Tai Chi Kung 
Fu Chi Kung
18076 Currant Creek Rd.
Cedaredge, CO 81413
Bob Cook
970-234-1085

CONNECTICUT ----------

Malee's School 
of Tai Chi & Kung Fu
249 Broad Street
Manchester, CT 06040
Sifu Malee Khow
860-646-6818
www.malees-tai-chi-kung-
fu.com

FLORIDA -------------------

Wah Lum Temple of USA
851 N. Goldenrod Rd. 
Orlando, FL 32807
Sifu Pui Chan
407-275-6177
www.wahlum.com

Wah Lum Kung Fu of 
Melbourne
662 N. Wickham Rd. 
Melbourne, FL 32935 
Harry Lo
321-255-1048

Imperial Martial Arts
5116 US HWY 19 
New Port Richey, FL 34652
Roger J. Roger
727-488-7985

ILLINOIS -------------------

Lee's Martial Arts 
Supply and Academy of 
Martial Arts
15546 S. Cicero
Oak Forest, IL 60452
Danny Lee
708-687-8707
www.leekungfu.com

Academy of Chinese 
Martial Arts
9109 S. Western Suite #6
Chicago, IL 60620
Karl Knoble
773-723-2795
www.aocma.com

KANSAS --------------------

Ryukyu Imports
5005 Merriam Dr. 
Merriam, KS 66203
Bill Wiswell
913-384-3345

Grace Wu Kung Fu 
School
122. N. St. Francis
Wichita, KS 67202
Grace Wu-Monnat
316-264-9640
gracewu.com

LOUSIANA -----------------

American Kung Fu 
Academy
88 MacArthur Dr. Ste.# A 
Alexandria, LA 71303
Chuck Perry
318-442-9422

ARIZONA ------------------

Hung Fa Yi Wing Chun 
of Arizona
1805 E. Elliot Rd. STE110
Tempe, AZ 85284
Mark Jones
480-820-2428

Shaolin Arts
4330 W. Union Hills Dr. B8
Glendale AZ 85308
Chris Workman
623-581-2000
www.shaolinarts.com

CALIFORNIA --------------

Shaolin Temple 
Cultural Center
9143 La Rosa Dr.
Temple City, CA 91780
Shi Yanxu
626-292-1355
http://shaolinus.com

Shaolin Temple 
Cultural Center
3628 Nogales St.,
West Covina, CA 91792
Shi Yanxu
626-292-1355
http://shaolinus.com

Tai Mantis Kung Fu 
758 E Highland Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92404
Don Newton
909-881-2226
www.taimantis.com

John Cho�s Kung Fu 
School
2435 N. Fresno St., 
Fresno, CA 93720
John Cho
209-225-9796

Lily Lau Eagle Claw
1651 El Camino Real
Millbrae, CA 94030
Sifu Kalman Wong
510-201-3098
www.lilylaueagleclaw.com

Gee Yung Fut Ga Assoc.
922 Jackson St., 
San Francisco, CA 94133
Ricky Der
415-725-8700

Wow CoolÆ Alternative 
Comics
21607B Stevens Creek Blvd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
Marc Arsenault
408-921-5164
wowcool.com

O-Mei Tai Chi Culture 
Academy
10070 Imperial Ave
Cupertino, CA 95014
Yun Jian Zou
408 252-3988

USA Shaolin Kung Fu Zen
1161 Redmond Ave.
San Jose, CA 95120
Xing Le Ye
408-806-0155
www.shaolinkungfuzen.com

USA Wu Chi Kung Fu 
Academy
40924 Fremont Blvd
Fremont, CA 94538
He Tao
510-226-6813
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Kung Fu Tai Chi is distributed by the following fine locations

VIRGINIA (continued)----

U.S. Wushu Academy
2979 Prosperity Ave.
Fairfax, VA 22031
Christopher Pei
703-698-8182
www.uswushuacademy.com

Laughing Dragon Kung Fu
3006 Berkmar Drive
Charlottesville, VA 22901
Chris Goodbar
434-973-0318

Jow Ga Kung Fu Assn. HQ.
3221 Virginia Beach Blvd.
Virginia Beach, VA 23452
Sifu Hoy Lee
757-463-8888
www.jowgakungfu.com

WASHINGTON -----------

Seattle Kung Fu Club
658 S. King St.
Seattle, WA 98104
Master John Leong
206-624-3838

This list is available online!  Join today and your school or store will be listed on KungFuMagazine.com.  

Listings include live hyperlinks to your website!

Contact Joan Chien 1-800-628-6552 Joan@TigerClaw.com

EUROPE --------------------

Lily Lau Eagle Claw
Lesvou 12, T.K. 11 47
Galatsi, GREECE
Sifu Christos Papachristos
69724-04665
mmfukune@yahoo.com

China Sports & Culture
Heemskerkstraat 3
6971 DW, Brummen
NETHERLANDS
Patrick Willemse
(0031) 6 1345 73 81
www.shaolinstore.nl

Lily Lau Eagle Claw
48 Gainsborough Road
Great Barr,
Birmingham
B42-1NA  UNITED KINGDOM
Sifu Hari Singh Dhesy 
44-07739-536739
eagle_claw_uk@yahoo.com

WISCONSIN ---------------

Shao Lin Boxing Methods
202 Travis Ln., 
Waukesha, WI 53189
Sifu Steve Kleppe
262-548-8824
www.shaolinboxingmethods.com

PUERTO RICO ------------

Lily Lau Eagle Claw
Latin America Headquarters
Calle Ricci #40
Patillas, Puerto Rico 00723
Shifu Raul J. Abreu Tanon
787-647-5063
raulpuertorico@hotmail.com

SOUTH AMERICA -------

Lily Lau Eagle Claw
Rua Halfeld, Galeria Pio X
8-4 Piso, Sala 413
Juiz de Fora, Minas Gerais
BRASIL 36.010.240
Sifu Clodoaldo de Silva Castro
32-3213-5778
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By Wilson Sun 
(with Gigi Oh and Gene Ching)KUNG FU HOROSCOPES: June 5 to August 7, 2016

A
ccording to the Traditional Chinese Medicine FiveElement 
Theory, summertime is ruled by the fire element and associated 
with the heart channel.  The heart governs blood, mind and 

consciousness.  It is easy to get overheated, which is harmful to heart 
qi, resulting in cardiovascular-associated ailments. Nourish the 
heart and clear the heat.  TCM says, �Cure your winter ailments 
in the summer,� so this period is a great opportunity for healing.  
Preventatives: 1. Take a 15- to 30-minute break in between the 
hours of 11 AM and 1 PM to close your eyes and meditate.  During 
these hours, your qi is in your heart channel, so it is the optimal time 
for meditation as it nourishes your heart and mind.  2. Avoid cold 
drafts and drinks, especially after you have broken a sweat.  3. Avoid 
pungent or spicy food.  The best exercise for now is swimming and 
meditation.

The following recipes are recommended for this period:

Three Color Bean Soup ( )
30 gm hyacinth (white) beans ( ) 30 gm red beans ( )

30 gm mung beans ( )  Rock sugar to taste

Add beans to water in a pot, boil, and then simmer until soft. Add 
sugar to taste.  Benefits: Detoxifies, reduces summer heat, serves as a 
diuretic.  Helps to relieve fatigue in summer.  Mung beans are a yin (cold) 
food in TCM.  Children, elderly, and individuals with physical or spleen 
deficiencies may be susceptible to chills, abdominal pains and diarrhea.  
Not recommended for anyone on medication because the detoxifying 

mung beans may reduce medication efficacy and affect treatment

Japanese Yam, Coix Seed and 
Jujube Porridge ( )
100 gm Japanese yam 100 gm coix seed

6 large seedless jujube

Add coix seed to water in a pot, boil, and then let simmer for 30 minutes.  
Add sliced Japanese yam and jujube. Steam for another 30 minutes 
until soft. Benefits: Nourishes yang energy, clears fire, tonifies spleen 
and expels dampness. Relieves summer diarrhea, fatigue, leg soreness.  

Reduces skin rash and improves appetite.  Take daily.

Rat : 1924 Wood, 1936 Fire, 1948 Earth, 1960 Metal, 
1972 Water, 1984 Wood, 1996 Fire, 2008 Earth

6/5�7/7: This is a lousy period.  You are prone to conflict. You 
cannot keep your property and possessions.  Avoid taking any 
risks.    
7/7�8/7: You will feel powerless.  Life is full of tedious things.  
You will go back and forth with no results.  You must be patient.  
Hold on.  Persevere.  This too will pass.

�I love anything that gets me outside of my own head.� 
Rat Lewis Black

Ox : 1925 Wood, 1937 Fire, 1949 Earth, 1961 Metal, 
1973 Water, 1985 Wood, 1997 Fire, 2009 Earth

6/5�7/7: You can communicate well now and can win the affection 
you seek. You will be successful in the social arena.  Many 
opportunities will appear.    
7/7�8/7: Everything will be met with more resistance than usual, 
but don�t worry.  Learn to be patient.  Success will be yours with 
persistence and tolerance.

�The thing that brings people to wail at a wall, or face Mecca, or 
to go to church, is a search for that feeling of purity.� 

Ox Michael J. Fox

Tiger : 1926 Fire, 1938 Earth, 1950 Metal, 1962 Water, 

1974 Wood, 1986 Fire, 1998 Earth, 2010 Metal

6/5�7/7: Many more opportunities come your way.  This is your 
chance to shine.  Don�t miss it.  Hit the ground running.    
7/7�8/7: You will have the ability to summon wind and rain, 
which is a poetic way of saying victory is at hand.  There will be 
difficulties, but you can overcome them if you stay focused.

�China's history is marked by thousands of years of world-
changing innovations: from the compass and gunpowder to 

acupuncture and the printing press.  No one should be surprised 
that China has re-emerged as an economic superpower.� 

Tiger Gary Locke

Hare : 1927 Fire, 1939 Earth, 1951 Metal, 1963 Water, 

1975 Wood, 1987 Fire, 1999 Earth, 2011 Metal

6/5�7/7: Don�t be overwhelmed by your own sentimentality.  A 
colorful life is yours.  But be realistic.  Don�t ask for trouble.  
7/7�8/7: Your forecast is filled with never ending poetry and 
pictorial splendor.  But it�s just a forecast if you do nothing but 
marvel at it.  It can become reality with a little help from your 
friends.

�Turbulence is life force.  It is opportunity.  Let's love 
turbulence and use it for change.� Hare Ramsey Clark

Dragon : 1928 Earth, 1940 Metal, 1952 Water, 1964 

Wood, 1976 Fire, 1988 Earth, 2000 Metal, 2012 Water

6/5�7/7: You are dazzling, the envy of everyone around you.  
However, don�t let that go to your head.  Don�t just rest upon 
your achievements.  Persevere for even more.    
7/7�8/7: One moment you�ll be tense.  The next moment, you�ll 
be relaxed.  This alternates on the way to success.  Don�t be 
anxious.  Be just the opposite.

�There's always haters, no matter what you're doing � whether 
they're complaining that everything you do sounds the same, 

 or it's too different.�  Dragon Avicii

Snake : 1929 Earth, 1941 Metal, 1953 Water, 1965 Wood, 

1977 Fire, 1989 Earth, 2001 Metal, 2013 Water

6/5�7/7: You will be receiving love.  The fruition of good karma 
comes back to you.  The best policy is to be decisive about your 
choices.    
7/7�8/7: Combine your work and your rest.  There will be ample 
time for everything as long as you stay balanced.  You may feel 
anxious, contrary to your expectations.

�Nothing is more dangerous than a dogmatic worldview � nothing 
more constraining, more blinding to innovation, more destructive 

of openness to novelty.�  Snake Stephen Jay Gould

Horse : 1930 Metal, 1942 Water, 1954 Wood, 1966 Fire, 

1978 Earth, 1990 Metal, 2002 Water, 2014 Wood

6/5�7/7: You�ll feel aggressive and ambitious, eager to give it 
a try.  But take your time while making a decision.  This is an 
important element to your success.    
7/7�8/7: Travel will be fruitful.  Your forecast for communication 
is very positive.  There will be many friends, and some brilliant 
prospects.

�If I want to be a better person for whoever is in my life, 
I have to learn.� Horse Paul Gascoigne
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Ram : 1931 Metal, 1943 Water, 1955 Wood, 1967 Fire, 

1979 Earth, 1991 Metal, 2003 Water, 2015 Wood

6/5�7/7: Everything goes smoothly for a while.  Things will be 
more pleasant and appropriate.  Your health and fitness outlook 
is good, so take advantage of it.  You are ready to go.    
7/7�8/7: Your multiple talents will emerge to the envy of others.  
You�ll be glorious, but you need to understand how things 
converge.

�When in doubt, use brute force.� Ram Ken Thompson

Monkey : 1932 Water, 1944 Wood, 1956 Fire, 1968 

Earth, 1980 Metal, 1992 Water, 2004 Wood, 2016 Fire

6/5�7/7: You�ll insist on your own way and ignore advice.  You�ll 
be thwarted at every turn.  Be more humble to broaden the road.  
Lower yourself.    
7/7�8/7: Beware of a love trap.  You must be rational.  Distinguish 
between the pros and cons.  You must know yourself and know 
your enemy.

�Martial arts have a spiritual thing in it too, yah nuh what I seh? 
I think it's that qi.  Qi energy.  Music have that qi in it, yah nuh.� 

Monkey Ziggy Marley

Rooster : 1921 Metal, 1933 Water, 1945 Wood, 1957 

Fire, 1969 Earth, 1981 Metal, 1993 Water, 2005 Wood

6/5�7/7: It�s a good time for matrimony.  There are more 
opportunities now.  If you spend too much time glancing left and 
right, you may jeopardize your own prospects as well as delay 
others.    

7/7�8/7: Boost your reputation.  Express your desire politely.  
People who share the same tastes can last longer together.

�When you get to a certain age, it's kind of the same thing.  
There's no new school to go to, no new teachers.  There's some 

comfort in that.� Rooster Fred Willard

Dog  1922 Water, 1934 Wood, 1946 Fire, 1958 Earth, 

1970 Metal, 1982 Water, 1994 Wood, 2006 Fire

6/5�7/7: Expand your innovative notions.  Explore new ideas.  
Seek new breakthroughs.  Be aggressive.  Victory is in sight.  
7/7�8/7: Slander clusters around you.  Don�t be arrogant and 
don�t fret.  A mountain road has many twists and turns towards 
the summit; only a calm approach will make it through.

�When you don't get what you want, it just makes you accept real 
life.� Dog Bai Ling

Pig : 1923 Water, 1935 Wood, 1947 Fire, 1959 Earth, 

1971 Metal, 1983 Water, 1995 Wood, 2007 Fire

6/5�7/7: Follow the flow of wind and water.  Don�t let opportunity 
slip through your fingers.  Spark the fire before it rains.  Seek 
victory in stability.    
7/7�8/7: Harmony is precious.  You can make many friends.  
Perpetuate good karma through your actions.  Dedication 
obtains profit in the end.

�One thing that makes people magnificent is their ability to 
dream.  What your body can or can�t do really doesn�t matter to 

how the mind works.� Pig Glen Bell
Astrologist Wilson Sun is a Feng Shui Master from Shanghai – 

wusun5@yahoo.com.  Read more Kung Fu Horoscopes online at 

KungFuMagazine.com

QUICK RECOVERY
FOR SORE JOINTS

JOINT BALANCE 
FORMULA

TO ORDER NOW CALL
1-844-254-8461

TRAIN HARDER, HEAL FASTER AND FEEL BETTER.

TAI CHI KNEE
DOESN’T  HAVE

A CHANCE!

WWW.RIVERSIDETAICHI.COM/JOINTBALANCEFORMULASALES

WWW.RIVERSIDETAICHI.COM/JOINTBALANCEFORMULASALES

OR VISIT US ONLINE AT:



Long Fei

By Grandmaster Chen Xiaowang

Long (2nd tone ) means �dragon�.  Fei (1st tone ) means �fly�.  This is an inspirational piece to aspire to fly like a 
dragon.  If the characters are reversed to Fei Long, it would be the name of a popular character in the videogame Street 
Fighter that was based on Bruce Lee.  
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